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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On June 29, 2023, the Supreme Court issued its decisions in *Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v. President & Fellows of Harvard College* and *Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v. University of North Carolina* (collectively, the “SFFA decision”). The Court held that Harvard University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by impermissibly using race-conscious admissions processes.

Specifically, in the majority opinion authored by Chief Justice Roberts, the Court ruled that the race-conscious admissions systems used by Harvard and UNC lacked sufficiently focused and measurable objectives, and thus failed strict scrutiny, which applies when considering whether the use of a racial classification is permissible under the Equal Protection Clause. Chief Justice Roberts noted that the application of strict scrutiny requires an examination of whether the racial classification is used to “further compelling governmental interests,” and is narrowly tailored to achieve that interest. But, the Court found that the educational benefits (i.e., compelling interests) proffered by Harvard and UNC could not “be subjected to meaningful judicial review” or measured sufficiently to satisfy strict scrutiny.

The majority also found that Harvard and UNC’s race-conscious admissions programs were not narrowly tailored, as they impermissibly used race as a negative and an illegitimate stereotype and had no logical endpoint. The majority stated that college admissions are “zero-sum” and thus a benefit provided to some applicants “necessarily advantages the former group at the expense of the latter.”

Justice Thomas filed a concurring opinion providing what he called an “originalist defense of the colorblind Constitution.” Justice Gorsuch filed a concurring opinion, joined by Justice Thomas, concluding that Harvard’s and UNC’s systems violated Title VI. Justice Gorsuch further noted that the statutory language of Title VI is similar to that of Title VII in that “[b]oth Title VI and Title VII codify a categorical rule of individual equality, without regard to race.” In a separate concurring opinion, Justice Kavanaugh addressed the Court’s precedents and the importance of an end point for race-based programs.

Justices Sotomayor and Jackson each filed dissenting opinions. Justice Sotomayor—whose dissent was joined by Justices Kagan and Jackson—concluded that the schools’ admissions policies satisfied strict scrutiny because the “compelling interest in student body diversity is grounded not only in the Court’s equal protection jurisprudence

---

2 143 S. Ct. 2141 (2023).
3 Id. at 2166.
4 Id., n.4.
5 Id. at 2170, 2172.
6 Id. at 2169.
7 Id. at 2177 (Thomas, J., concurring).
8 Id. at 2209 (Gorsuch, J., concurring).
9 Id. at 2221–25.
but also in principles of ‘academic freedom,’ which ‘long [have] been viewed as a special concern of the First Amendment.’  

Similarly, Justice Jackson emphasized that “although formal race-linked legal barriers are gone, race still matters to the lived experiences of all Americans in innumerable ways . . . and it will take longer for racism to leave us. And ultimately ignoring race, just makes it matter more.”

Let no one doubt that the SFFA decision is a setback to efforts to achieve diversity throughout all echelons of American life. Regrettably, in the year 2023, we are still in many respects a segregated society—where we live, where we worship, and with whom we socialize. For recent generations of American teenagers, encountering a diverse student body on a college or university campus was and is the first opportunity to broaden their horizons by living, socializing and learning with those different from themselves.

Furthermore, diversity in higher education has fed diverse professions. Today, the legal profession is more reflective of America. Today, our state court judiciary is more reflective of the diversity in New York State. A generation of Black graduates from the nation’s top law schools have gone on to become Cabinet secretaries, deputy secretaries, members of the U.S. House and Senate, a House minority leader, a U.S. Attorney General, a U.S. Supreme Court Justice, a Governor of Massachusetts, a Vice President, and a President.

Studies also reveal that the increased diversity in the nation’s medical schools has strengthened the medical profession and alleviated racial disparities in the quality of healthcare.

Nevertheless, the SFFA decision is today the law of the land, and must be followed. The question now is where do those in higher education, business, the legal profession, and the judiciary go from here? For those of us in these fields with a continued commitment to diversity, what lawful course can we chart given the SFFA decision? Courts and legal analysts will no doubt spend years wrestling with these questions. At the request of the NYSBA, this Task Force report undertakes an initial assessment in the immediate aftermath of the SFFA decision.

A few preliminary observations:

First, it is important to note that the SFFA decision was rendered in the unique context of higher education admissions—and the admissions practices at Harvard and UNC

---

10 Id. at 2233–34 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting), (quoting Regents of Univ. of Col. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 312 (1978)).
11 Id. at 2277 (Jackson, J., dissenting).
13 This growth is in part due to the Supreme Court’s decision in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978) approving affirmative action in higher education.
14 Douglas Grbic & Franc Slapar, Changes in Medical Student’s Intentions to Serve the Underserved: Matriculation to Graduation, 9 Analysis in Brief No. 8 at 2 (AAMC July 2010); see also Brief for Amici Curie Association of American Medical Colleges et al. in Support of Respondents, filed in the Harvard and UNC cases on July 28, 2022, at 11–12.
in particular. Though the concurring opinions would appear to prefer to outlaw affirmative action categorically, the majority opinion authored by Chief Justice Roberts focuses at great length on the perceived shortcomings in the Harvard and UNC admissions programs specifically. The majority opinion does not claim to overrule Bakke, Fisher or Grutter— in contrast to the Court’s 2022 decision on abortion in Dobbs which expressly overruled Roe v. Wade. Notably, the majority opinion also stated explicitly that it was not purporting to rule on admission practices at the nation’s military academies. Nor does the majority opinion purport to rule on the employment practices of private employers, governed principally by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act and 42 U.S.C. § 1981. Nevertheless, we must recognize that the SFFA decision reflects an evolving legal landscape and a very different attitude at the Supreme Court toward affirmative action.

Second, we note also the following key passage in Chief Justice Roberts’ majority opinion:

Nothing in this opinion should be construed as prohibiting universities from considering an applicant’s discussion of how race affected his or her life, be it through discrimination, inspiration or otherwise.

Thus, the majority leaves open the possibility that a college or university may consider, as a matter of personal characteristics, the way in which an applicant has faced the challenge of race discrimination in his or her life. In America today, personal challenges still encompass discrimination on the basis of race.

To conduct the assessment documented in the pages that follow, the Task Force was divided into four working groups: (1) academia, (2) corporations, (3) law firms, and (4) the New York State judiciary. The report that follows is structured accordingly. In what we hope are useful, concrete terms, we set forth guidance and recommendations here for educational institutions, corporations, law firms and the state court system. The report proceeds in four sections. The first section outlines the benefits and importance of diversity (pp. 7–23). The second section, authored by law school deans and others in academia, discusses the implication of the SFFA decision on law schools and other educational institutions and provides guidance on how to lawfully enhance admissions practices to

---

16 Id. at 2166, n. 4 (“The United States as amicus curiae contends that race-based admissions programs further compelling interests at our Nation’s military academies. No military academy is a party to these cases, however, and none of the courts below addressed the propriety of race-based admissions systems in that context. This opinion also does not address the issue, in light of the potentially distinct interests that military academies may present.”).
17 Id. at 2176.
18 The focus of this report is racial and ethnic diversity, including, among others, the representation and inclusion of Black, Latinx/Hispanic, Asian and Pacific Islander (API) and Native Americans. Additionally, this report uses the terms “historically underrepresented” or “underrepresented” groups. For the purposes of this report, we mean to include Black, Latinx/Hispanic, Asian and Native Americans, recognizing that Asians as a racial group may be over-represented in certain industries, the API community in the United States is broad and diverse, with individuals representing over fifty ethnic groups. Moreover, many of these ethnic groups have experienced a long history of discrimination in education, employment, and other areas.
advance diversity goals (pp. 24–39). The third section, authored by lawyers in firms and in-house corporate counsel, discusses the decision’s indirect impacts on private employers, including corporations and law firms, and provides practical steps on how to assess and update DEI initiatives to mitigate potential legal and reputational risks (pp 40–74). The fourth and last section, authored by judicial personnel, summarizes the SFFA decision’s potential impact on courts, the continued importance of diversity on the bench and among non-judicial personnel, and the judiciary’s responsibility to foster an inclusive environment for all those who enter its courthouses (pp. 75–84).

This report is not intended to provide legal advice, and no legal or business decision should be based on its content.
II. THE IMPORTANCE OF DIVERSITY

It is well established by social science research that diversity is correlated with wide-ranging and far-reaching benefits to organizations. Diverse student bodies and educators are essential to the success of our education system and a diverse workforce—at all levels—is essential to the success of America’s businesses and civic institutions like our court system. While the Court did not explicitly acknowledge the benefits of diversity in its majority opinion, it did find Harvard and UNC’s goals of, among other things, “training future leaders in the public and private sectors,” “preparing graduates to ‘adapt to an increasingly pluralistic society,’” “better educating its students through diversity,” “producing new knowledge stemming from diverse outlooks,” and “enhancing appreciation, respect, and empathy, cross-racial understanding, and breaking down of stereotypes” to be “commendable,” “plainly worthy” goals, though not sufficiently measurable for purposes of conducting a judicial strict scrutiny analysis. In this section, we provide documented evidence of the importance and benefits of diversity in academia, corporations, law firms and the judiciary.

A. Diversity in Law Schools and Other Higher Education Institutions

For decades, researchers have recognized the positive impact of student body diversity on the academic experience. That research has found that “prejudice on college campuses and the underrepresentation of racial minority groups in student bodies impose significant educational obstacles for both minority and nonminority students” and that “campus diversity is an effective response, mitigating these educational deficiencies and improving the academic experience for all students.” Indeed, campus diversity relieves many of the negative educational impacts of discrimination and prejudice. Measures that reduce discrimination and prejudice mitigate the psychological phenomena that inhibit academic and later workplace success for minority students. The American College

19 SFFA, 143 S. Ct. at 2166.
20 Id. at 2167.
21 Brief for the American Psychological Association (“APA”) et al. as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondents, SFFA, 143 S. Ct. 2141 (2023); cites a number of these studies; see also Brief for the American Educational Research Association (“AERA”) et al. as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondents at 8, SFFA, 143 S. Ct. 2141 (2023) (“The leading meta-analysis published in 2006 by Pettigrew and Tropp remains highly relevant. The study analyzed over 500 studies from a range of educational, workplace, and informal settings, including college campuses, and reached the clear conclusion that positive intergroup contact reduces prejudice and that greater intergroup contact is associated with lower levels of prejudice.”).
22 Id.
23 Brief for the APA et al. as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondents at 3, SFFA, 143 S. Ct. 2141 (2023).
25 Brief for the APA et al. as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondents at 16, SFFA, 143 S. Ct. 2141 (2023) (citing Nicholas A. Bowman et al., Institutional Racial Representation and Equity Gaps in College
Health Association’s recent report confirms that “the perception of one’s environment is an important factor in determining emotional wellbeing” and “institutional support for diversity is a strong predictor of emotional well-being among students, faculty and staff within the campus community.”

Certain of the benefits of diversity are particularly relevant to the skill sets and values that law schools seek to promote in developing the next generation of lawyers. One study that analyzed data from over 4,400 students at nine public universities concluded that student interaction with diverse peers contributed to improvements in cognitive abilities (e.g., analytical problem-solving skills and complex thinking skills), socio-cognitive skills (e.g., cultural awareness and leadership) and democracy-related skills (e.g., dealing with pluralistic settings and valuing civic contributions). Likewise, national longitudinal studies indicate that negative interactions, including racial isolation, tokenism and stereotype threat, are often associated with unfavorable outcomes, including reductions in civic engagement, self-confidence and moral reasoning skills.

Despite these findings, those opposed to race-conscious admission practices often claim that (1) race-conscious practices make underrepresented students admitted as a result of such practices feel stigmatized and (2) the use of race-neutral alternatives will result in equal, if not more, racial and ethnic diversity in schools. As discussed further below, recent studies and applications of race-neutral alternatives indicate the contrary.

Professor Richard Sander and other opponents of race-conscious admissions have long claimed that it imposes costs on underrepresented students by stigmatizing their qualifications and calling into question whether they are a “mismatch” for the school. Many of those same critics have further argued that beneficiaries of affirmative action who are admitted to more competitive institutions may do worse academically than if they had...
instead attended a less competitive school. With respect to law schools, one of the most prolific advocates of this theory is Richard Sander, who in a 2004 law review article purported to pursue a comprehensive assessment of the relative costs and benefits of affirmative action in legal education and focused on the “largest class of intended beneficiaries: Black applicants to law schools.” Based on his analysis, Sander claimed that law school presented a large mismatch effect for Black law students as measured by their bar passage rate and posited that eliminating race-conscious admissions would “not have severe effects on the production of [B]lack lawyers.” This article generated considerable criticism, including of Sander’s empirical analysis. Yet Sander has continued to advocate for the consideration of socioeconomic status (“SES”) over race in admissions.

Empirical research has since largely debunked Sander’s and similar arguments. For instance, a 2010 study comparing students enrolled in universities with race-conscious admissions policies with students enrolled in universities in states that had barred race-conscious admissions posed several questions focusing on both “internal stigma” (minority students’ own feelings of doubt or inferiority) and “external stigma” (non-minority students’ questioning of minority students’ abilities and qualifications). The study found that internal stigma was lower among students in schools with race-conscious admissions. The study also found that only about one-quarter of the students at schools with race-conscious admissions reported that non-minority students had questioned their qualifications, compared to nearly one half of the students who were enrolled in states with bans on race-conscious admissions. And a separate 2008 study examining stigma among students at seven public law schools, four of which (University of Cincinnati, the University of Iowa, the University of Michigan and the University of Virginia) employed race-conscious admissions and three of which (University of California (“UC”) Berkeley, UC Davis and the University of Washington) did not, found minimal differences in multiple forms of stigma at those schools.
Likewise, the so-called “mismatch” hypothesis remains unproven and contested by many scholars. For example, “a national study focusing on minority students who entered selective public institutions in 1999 found that ‘[B]lack male students who went to more selective institutions graduated at higher, not lower rates than [B]lack students in the same GPA interval who went to less selective institutions.’” 38 And a similar study examining educational outcomes for a cohort of college freshmen attending 28 selective institutions nationwide found no evidence supporting the mismatch hypothesis with respect to first-year grades or dropout rates. 39 Instead, the effect of diversity admissions on first-semester grades “was positive, precisely opposite the direction predicted by the mismatch hypothesis” and, with respect to dropouts, “the degree of an individual’s likely benefit from affirmative action is negatively related to the likelihood of leaving school.” 40

Although studies relating specifically to the impact of eliminating the consideration of race in law and graduate schools are limited, the available research suggests that “race neutral” admissions will in fact reduce racial diversity at the graduate school level. 41

Past experience with respect to undergraduate admissions suggests that without taking other actions to increase diversity within the applicant pool, elimination of the ability to consider race as one factor in the admissions process will likely decrease racial diversity. To illustrate: Arizona, California, Florida, Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Oklahoma 42 and Washington have enacted legal bans against any consideration of race in university admissions processes. Extensive research on the impact of these laws on student body diversity finds that racial diversity has significantly decreased in the wake of the enactments and that attempts to enhance diversity by other means have not made up the difference. 43 The authors of a nationwide analysis of minority enrollment trends at selective colleges found that “banning affirmative action at a public university in the top 50 of the U.S. News rankings is associated with a decrease in Black enrollment of roughly 1.74 percent, a decrease in Hispanic enrollment of roughly 2.03 percent, and a decrease in

---


40 Fischer at 539, 541, respectively (emphasis in original).


42 In an amicus brief submitted in *SFFA*, Oklahoma claims no “long-term severe decline in minority admissions.” But as other amici noted, Black and Native American enrollment has dropped sharply at the Norman campus—Oklahoma’s flagship and most selective campus. By 2019, enrollment of Black freshmen at the Norman campus dropped from 5.1% to 3.7% and enrollment of Native American freshmen dropped from 3.8% to 3.0%. See University of Oklahoma Institutional Research & Reporting, *First-Time Freshman Analysis Fall 2013*, at 2, Table 1: University of Oklahoma – Norman Campus (Oct. 2013). University of Oklahoma Institutional Research & Reporting, *First-Time Freshman Analysis Fall 2019*, at 2, Table 1 University of Oklahoma – Norman Campus (Sept. 2019).

Native American enrollment of roughly .47 percent. Another study found similar impacts across a sample of 19 public universities. Likewise, a study examining national data found comparable declines in minority enrollments in highly selective colleges in states banning race-conscious admissions and found that the decline in the use of race-conscious admissions in states with bans also negatively affected students who live in adjacent states that lack highly selective colleges, such as Nevada, Arizona and Idaho.

California is perhaps the best known example of the impact of the end of race-conscious admissions on diversity, as the passage of Proposition 209 in 1996 ended race-conscious affirmative action in California’s public universities. In the years immediately following, UC’s more selective campuses experienced a more than 50 to 60 percent drop in the number of Black applicants accepted and a 40 to 50 percent reduction in the number of Latinx high school seniors accepted for admission. At UC, Los Angeles, the reductions in acceptances were similar: 43 percent for Black applicants and 33 percent for Latinx applicants. Of note, the API community continues to be overrepresented within the UC system even after the removal of Proposition 209. However, disaggregation analyses show that the underrepresentation of many ethnically distinct subgroups within the API community persists within the UC system. Such less represented communities include Sri Lankan, Hmong, Laotian, Bangladeshi, Malaysian, Tongan and Fijian students.

A recent study on the California ban found even broader, more adverse effects in which underrepresented minorities (URM) “cascaded” into less competitive institutions,
attainment of undergraduate and graduate degrees declined, and the average annual income of underrepresented minority graduates’ wages dropped by five percent. In response to the dramatic decline in enrollments by racially diverse students following the passage of Proposition 209, California adopted a percentage plan through which top-performing students graduating from most high schools in the state were guaranteed admission to most of the eight UC undergraduate campuses. In addition, UC, in its amicus brief submitted in the SFFA decision, stated:

> UC has implemented numerous and wide-ranging race-neutral measures designed to increase diversity of all sorts, including racial diversity. Those measures run the gamut from outreach programs directed at low-income students and students from families with little college experience, to programs designed to increase UC’s geographic reach, to holistic admissions policies. Those programs have enabled UC to make significant gains in its system-wide diversity. Yet despite its extensive efforts, UC struggles to enroll a student body that is sufficiently racially diverse to attain the educational benefits of diversity.

And even though the UC system as a whole admitted its most diverse class ever in 2021, that achievement is “tempered by two important concerns. First, UC’s diversity gains have not been shared equally among all campuses.” And “[s]econd, UC’s student population at many of its campuses is now starkly different, demographically speaking, from the population of California high school graduates.”

Texas and Michigan corroborate that, without other actions to mitigate the effect, racial diversity is likely to decline without the consideration of race in admissions. In 1996, the Fifth Circuit of the United States Court of Appeals, in Hopwood v. University of Texas Law School, prohibited the use of race in admissions in Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi. Texas later introduced a percentage plan the following academic year, but the first post-Hopwood class at the University of Texas had a much smaller minority enrollment.

---

53 Bleemer found that: (1) Ending affirmative action caused UC Berkeley’s 10,000 annual URM freshman applicants to cascade into lower-quality public and private universities; (2) URM applicants’ undergraduate and graduate degree attainment declined overall and in STEM fields, especially among lower-testing applicants; and (3) as a result, the average URM UC applicant’s wages declined by five percent annually between ages 24 and 34, almost wholly driven by declines among Hispanic applicants.

54 See Brief for the President and Chancellors of the University of California as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents at 4, SFFA, 143 S. Ct. 2141 (2023).

55 Id. at 9.

56 Hopwood v. University of Texas Law School (78 F.3d 932 (5th Cir. 1996).

57 Sue Anne Pressley, Texas Campus Attracts Fewer Minorities, Washington Post, Aug. 28, 1997, https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1997/08/28/texas-campus-attracts-fewer-minorities/03b40410-276f-461c-b7a2-8d54a6c80e34/; Gary M. Lavergne & Bruce Walker, Implementation and results of the Texas automatic admissions law (HB 588) at UT-Austin: Demographic analysis, Fall 2002, Admissions Research, The University of Texas at Austin (2003); see also Marta Tienda, Kevin Leicht, Teresa Sullivan, Michael Maltese & Kim Lloyd, Closing the gap?: Admissions and enrollments at the Texas public flagships before and after affirmative action, Texas Top 10% Project (2003) (studying enrollment trends at Texas A&M and finding 74.4 percent whites in the admitted
Similarly, Black and Native American student enrollment at the University of Michigan also dropped significantly after race-conscious admissions ended. 58

Two major categories of race-neutral alternatives for achieving diversity in undergraduate admissions have been advocated: (1) preferences for applicants from disadvantaged backgrounds (e.g., SES plans) and (2) place-based admissions plans. But empirical studies suggest that neither alternative is likely to replicate current levels of diversity on campus, especially at highly selective institutions. 59

Since students from racial and ethnic minority groups are more likely to be from low-income and under-served or under-resourced geographic regions due to longstanding societal inequities, targeted financial aid and scholarships based on such eligibility criteria have the potential to increase racial diversity and economic diversity at selective institutions. Targeting first-generation students, who are more likely to come from racial or ethnically diverse or low income backgrounds, also has the potential to increase racial diversity on campus. Indeed, even before the SFFA decision, some institutions were already incorporating family income and status into their admissions criteria. 60 Empirical studies of those admissions programs, however, suggest that these preferences fail to foster racial diversity as effectively as race-conscious admissions. 61

For example, studies have demonstrated that employing race-neutral economic or SES models does not necessarily yield racially diverse student bodies comparable to those classes between 1992 and 1996). By 1998, this percentage had grown to 80.5 percent. See Catherine L. Horn & Stella M. Flores, Percent Plans in College Admissions: A Comparative Analysis of Three States’ Experiences (2003), Charles T. Clotfelter, The Civil Rights Project at Harvard University (2011).

58 William C. Kidder, UCLA C.R. Project, Restructuring Higher Education Opportunity?: African American Degree Attainment After Michigan’s Ban on Affirmative Action 3 (2013); Nick Assendelft, Investing in Diversity, Alumni Ass’n of the Univ. of Mich. (Spring 2017), https://alumni.umich.edu/michigan-alum/investing-in-diversity/ (“Since the passage of Proposal 2, the number of underrepresented minority undergraduate students attending U-M has dropped nearly 11 percent.”). From 2006 to 2015, the underrepresented minority population at the University of Michigan decreased by 12% at the undergraduate school, despite attempts to use race-conscious alternatives, see Br. for the University of Michigan as Amicus Curiae, Fisher v. Univ. of Texas at Austin.


60 Halley Potter, Transitioning to Race-Neutral Admissions: An Overview of Experiences in States WhereAffirmative Action has been Banned, https://production-tef.imgix.net/assets/downloads/6_Transitioning-to-Race-Neutral-Admissions.pdf. While Potter describes several universities that have started to include more socioeconomic-based factors in admissions after eliminating the consideration of race, she notes that the institutions also made other major changes to their admissions practices, such as introducing a percentage plan (e.g., Texas, California, Florida) or greatly expanding financial aid and recruitment and eliminating legacy preferences (e.g., Georgia).

61 Using data from 2004, one study estimates that the preference given to low-income students is equivalent to the additional preference given to an applicant with a slightly better academic record (a 0.15 standard deviation difference). Sean F. Reardon, Rachel Baker, Matt Kasman, Daniel Klaskic & Joseph B. Townsend, What Levels of Racial Diversity Can Be Achieved with Socioeconomic-Based Affirmative Action? Evidence from a Simulation Model, 37 J. Pol’y Analysis & Mgmt. 630 (2018)).
produced by explicitly race-conscious models. As one study noted, “the presence of minorities among all low-income students in the United States, and especially among those graduating from high school with sufficient grades and test scores to be admitted to college, would be too small to generate a level of minority representation anywhere close to its current level.” This analysis included multiple simulations looking at variables such as family income, wealth and assets and parental education level, and compared these simulations to results produced by race-conscious admissions policies. The study found that, in replacing race-based policies with SES policies, the share of minority students fell dramatically, declining “nearly one-third, from 16 percent to around 10 percent.” The study concluded that “no race-neutral model of preferential treatment can match the level of racial and ethnic diversity achieved by race-based affirmative action.”

A more recent study using agent-based modeling drew on data that could incorporate family income, parental education and parental occupation into simulated admissions processes to compare SES-based admissions with race-conscious admissions. The study found, among other things, that reasonable SES-based admissions policies do not replicate the effects of race-based policies on diversity and produce lower levels of racial diversity. Although it noted that SES policies could be used together with race-conscious admissions policies, the study concluded that such efforts would likely be prohibitively expensive as a strong preference and increased financial aid would need to be directed towards low-income students, if the goal is to attempt to come close to the racial diversity levels attained through race-conscious admissions alone.

B. Diversity in Corporations and Law Firms

The benefits that result from fostering diverse academic environments continue—and are amplified—in the workplace. These benefits include (1) enhancing cognitive and financial performance; (2) being better positioned to handle an increasingly diversified consumer and client base; and (3) attracting the next generation of employees.

Decades of social science has found that diversity significantly and positively impacts corporate spaces. In particular, a 2018 Boston Consulting Group study suggested that increasing the diversity of leadership teams leads to more and better innovation and, as a result, improved financial performance. Companies that reported above-average diversity on their management teams also reported innovation-related revenue that was 19 percent higher than that of companies with below-average leadership diversity—45 percent

---
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of total revenue versus just 26 percent.\textsuperscript{69} Nearly half the revenue of companies with more diverse leadership comes from products and services launched in the past three years. These organizations also reported better overall financial performance with Earnings Before Interest and Taxes (EBIT) margins that were nine percent higher than those of companies with below-average diversity on their management teams.\textsuperscript{70}

Diverse companies are also more likely to outperform their non-diverse peers financially.\textsuperscript{71} A 2020 McKinsey & Company study examined proprietary data sets for over 1,000 public companies across a range of industries in 15 countries.\textsuperscript{72} Companies in the top quartile for racial and ethnic diversity were 36 percent more likely to have financial returns above their respective national industry medians.\textsuperscript{73} In contrast, companies with low levels of diversity were 40 percent more likely to underperform relative to their national industry standards in profitability.\textsuperscript{74} Similarly, a survey of the S&P 500 conducted by \textit{The Wall Street Journal} in 2019 found that the 20 most diverse companies “not only have better operating results on average than the lowest-scoring firms, but their shares generally outperform those of the least-diverse firms.”\textsuperscript{75}

A 2017 study showed that companies with a diverse workforce enjoy greater sales revenue, market share and relative profits than their more homogenous competitors.\textsuperscript{76} Nearly two-thirds of American companies with high levels of racial and ethnic diversity saw above-average profitability.\textsuperscript{77} Notably, high-diversity companies outpaced those with low levels of diversity by over $750 million in average sales revenue.\textsuperscript{78} In fact, diversity “is among the most important predictors” of a company’s sales revenue—even when controlling for alternative explanations of revenue variance like company size, type, industrial sector, region and age.\textsuperscript{79} A study of venture capital firms found similar results.\textsuperscript{80} Further, ethnically homogenous investment partnerships had 26 to 32 percent lower rates of success on their investments, and “diverse collaborators were better equipped to deliver” the kind of creative thinking required to thrive in highly competitive environments.\textsuperscript{81}
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In the law firm context, research indicates that diversity within law firms improves the services that firms provide to their clients, leading clients to seek out those services more often. Both the client and the firm benefit from this symbiotic relationship. According to the ABA, “a diverse group of people working together to identify, analyze, and resolve issues ensures that those collective perspectives, perceptions and beliefs are voiced, considered, and represented as part of any proposed solution . . . building confidence within the legal community that diverse opinions, thoughts, and proposals are respected, appreciated, and desired.”

A study of law firms from 2015 to 2017 found that, all else being equal, firms with higher diversity were more profitable than firms with lower diversity.

Within the legal profession, research also shows that having cultural and cognitive diversity leads to more “just, productive and intelligent” lawyers because it results in “better questions, analyses, solutions, and processes.” Law firm diversity is especially significant given the pipeline from law firms to senior societal leadership, both in government and in the corporate world. Law firm lawyers “often acquire a unique currency—a blend of high-level training, access to elite networks, and knowledge of the inner workings of influential institutions accumulated through their work advising on transactions and lawsuits. These credentials translate into the top tiers of influence across many sectors of our markets, government, and culture.”

Indeed, data confirms that law firm lawyers disproportionately go on to substantial leadership roles in government, academia and business. And lawyers who stay within their law firms often play pivotal roles in consequential Wall Street deals, public investigations and local, state and national lawsuits that define the daily rights of individuals and organizations. Even though lawyers make up only 0.8 percent of the workforce, they disproportionately influence other sectors of society, such as big business (16 percent of Fortune 100 chief executive officers (“CEOs”)), media, sports (three of four major commissioners are lawyers) and academia (over 10 percent of university presidents). Most lawyers start their careers in firms, and whether they stay or move on, society benefits when law firm populations reflect the diverse makeup of those they serve.
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Importantly, as the United States becomes more diverse, and as businesses increasingly cater to a global and culturally diverse market, diverse workforces are better equipped to handle the realities of modern business. Increased diversity bolsters revenue by improving a company’s orientation toward the market and alignment with customers. A company that considers and reflects its customer base is better equipped to understand market dimensions and develop products and services that most of the population, and not merely a small sector, wants to buy. That correlation helps to explain why workforce diversity is one of the best predictors of a company’s number of customers.

Using data from sources like the U.S Census Bureau and the U.S Bureau of Economic Analysis, the University of Georgia’s Selig Center for Economic Growth reported that the buying power of Asian American, Black American and Native American consumers “has exploded over the past 30 years.” Since 1990, the buying power of these groups has risen from $458 million to over $3 trillion annually, accounting for 17.2 percent of the nation’s total buying power. Today, success in American business requires understanding and communicating effectively with a racially diverse consumer population. Diversity of both inherent traits, such as ethnicity, and acquired experiences, such as a facility and comfort interacting with people of different backgrounds, across a company’s workforce improves business outcomes. For example, a team with a member who shares a client’s ethnicity is 152 percent more likely than another team to understand that client. As a result, diversity helps teams better serve consumers and clients.

At the same time, diversity has become essential for recruitment and retention at all levels and in all industries. For example, in a survey of over 20,000 high school seniors graduating in 2023, diversity was the top item that students wanted in their campus community. “A diverse student body was appealing to 42% of respondents and an
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additional 37% said that it was a must-have in their college experience.”

Similarly, many jobseekers—particularly Millennials and Gen Zers—now prioritize a “diverse and inclusive organization” and a significant portion “have turned down or decided not to pursue job opportunities because of a perceived lack of inclusion.” A 2018 Deloitte Millennial Survey showed that Millennials and Gen Zers correlate diversity with “a forward-thinking mindset” and “a tool for boosting both business and professional performance.” According to a 2020 survey from Glassdoor, 76 percent of employees and job seekers said a diverse workforce was important to them in evaluating companies and job offers. Nearly half of Black and Hispanic employees and job seekers said they had quit a job after witnessing or experiencing discrimination at work and 37 percent of employees and job seekers said they would not apply to a company that had negative satisfaction ratings among people of color. The September 2022 survey from Glassdoor and Indeed showed similar results; 72 percent of workers between the ages of 18 and 34 said “they would consider turning down a job offer or leaving a company if they did not think their manager (or potential manager) supported DEI initiatives.” Notably, Gen Z, which comprises one of the largest segments of the workforce, is also one of its most diverse, with about 48 percent of Gen Z individuals identifying as racial or ethnic minorities.

Over the last decade, much of the driving force for diverse legal teams has come from law firm clients. Clients have recognized that strong talent generates value. Clients often depend on the advice of outside counsel at law firms to make strategic decisions, and good strategic decisions lead to success. “The only way you can flesh out an idea is with diversity of opinion and that needs to be reflected in the diversity of people giving us the opinion,” noted Kristin Sverchek, Current President and former General Counsel at Lyft.
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When clients can draw upon advice from an outside counsel talent base that includes all aspects of diversity, clients receive superior legal services. Therefore, both the law firm and its clients benefit financially and culturally from hiring teams that reflect the diversity of the marketplace.

Today, in-house legal departments frequently invest in programs and initiatives to encourage partner law firms to foster and increase diversity. Clients are leveraging their substantial purchasing power to promote diversity by considering key diversity efforts and metrics, among other factors, in selecting outside counsel. In addition, clients gather extensive information from their existing partner firms, tracking not only the numbers of diverse attorneys at the firm, but also whether those attorneys are doing meaningful work and receiving credit for it. Certain in-house legal teams have also used incentive-based or diversity criteria-based fee structures to reward firms that make advancements in diversity and penalize those that do not.

Clients are also increasingly taking an interest in the career development and progression of diverse attorneys to attract a strong talent base. In-house legal departments
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are growing faster than law firms, and many lawyers who start their careers at firms will work in-house either through a secondment or as in-house counsel later in their careers.\textsuperscript{111} Clients understand the value of increasing opportunities for diverse attorneys to do meaningful work and form ongoing client relationships. For these reasons, in-house legal teams have been intentional in seeking to include diverse outside counsel in recruiting and training opportunities, understanding the career trajectory of key talent, including diverse attorneys, discussing origination credit opportunities and exploring opportunities for diverse attorneys to have lead or key roles in transactional and litigation matters (e.g., arguing a motion and first-chairing depositions).\textsuperscript{112} By supporting diversity and inclusion among outside counsel and in-house teams, clients can increase the pipeline of diverse people going on to pursue legal careers and attracting others in their network to the profession. This broadens the talent pool. And when clients facilitate opportunities for development, advancement and recognition of diverse attorneys, it ensures that both companies and law firms attract and retain the best legal professionals.\textsuperscript{113}

However, the full achievement of diverse representation within corporations and law firms remains elusive. While at the entry levels, many corporations have been able to diversify their workforce, “the top ranks are still predominantly white and male.”\textsuperscript{114} “Today there are only eight Black CEOs of Fortune 500 companies, and there have only been 25 throughout our history and just 3.3% of all executive or leadership positions in the largest companies are held by Black people.”\textsuperscript{115} According to a study published by the United States Government Accountability Office, Hispanic women are “underrepresented by eightfold [in management jobs] when compared to their share of the workforce.”\textsuperscript{116} Similarly, representation of certain racial and ethnic groups within the legal profession continues to lag demographics in law schools and in the larger workforce population.

\textbf{C. Diversity in the Judiciary}


\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Diversity Begets Diversity: General Counsel Perspectives on DEI Initiatives in Law Firms} (Baker Donelson Panel Discussion), JDSupra, Oct. 10, 2022, \url{https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/diversity-begets-diversity-general-2802018}.


The judiciary serves a unique and critical role in society and the value of diversity in the court system has been widely documented. “Diversity and inclusion are not just abstract concepts that warrant lip service in the legal profession; they are at the heart of promoting justice and respect for democratic institutions and the rule of law.”117 Further, diversity brings richness of thought and of experience to the judiciary. These enhanced viewpoints and expansion of ideas help courts to: (1) increase public trust; (2) improve decision-making; (3) provide symbolic and practical role models; and (4) root out overt discrimination.

When our nation was founded, Alexander Hamilton recognized that “[t]he judiciary . . . has no influence over either the sword or the purse; . . . neither force nor will, but merely judgment.”118 It follows, then, that “[t]he judiciary’s authority depends in large measure on the public’s willingness to respect and follow its decisions.”119

A core value of the federal judiciary, as expressed by the Judicial Conference of the United States, is to create and maintain “a workforce of judges and employees that reflects the diversity of the public it serves.”120 This goal is predicated in part upon the dual recognition that “[t]he ability of courts to fulfill their mission and perform their functions is based on the public’s trust and confidence in the judiciary,”121 and that the “judiciary can retain public trust and confidence . . . only if it is comprised of a diverse complement of highly competent judges, employees, and . . . attorneys.”122 Therefore, “[p]ublic trust and confidence are enhanced when the judiciary’s workforce – judges, employees, and . . . attorneys – broadly reflects the diversity of the public it serves.”123

This recognition at the federal level of the importance of judicial diversity in maintaining public trust is no less true at the state level, where most of this nation’s legal disputes are heard.124 Evidence shows that more diverse courts have the potential to “engender greater goodwill from the population they serve.”125 A diverse judiciary signals to those before the court that the judiciary is less likely to be inherently biased against any particular group.126
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Judges from various courts and common law systems have expressed the view that judicial diversity enhances the ability to “see more angles” to a case, and that “the more people you get from various backgrounds and experiences the more fair your judging is going to be.” Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg noted that, while judges may ultimately reach the same decision, “it is also true that women, like persons of different racial groups and ethnic origins, contribute to the United States judiciary what . . . [is] fittingly called ‘a distinctive medley of views influenced by differences in biology, cultural impact, and life experience.’” Justice Thurgood Marshall observed that his arrival on the Supreme Court in 1968 as the first Black justice led his colleagues to obtain new information and a new perspective. As Former Chief Judge Harry Edwards of the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals has stated, “[i]ncreased demographic diversity often fosters the informational diversity that promotes improved appellate decision making.”

Heterogenous decision-making groups are more likely to engage in greater informational exchange and prepare more thoroughly for discussions. Indeed, studies show that deliberative procedures themselves become more robust when a decision-making body is heterogenous. For example, in a mock jury experiment, White jury members made fewer inaccurate statements and contributed more information when deliberating in a diverse setting, suggesting that participants “processed the trial information more systematically when they expected to deliberate with a more heterogenous group.” As articulated by retired Judge Richard Posner of the United States Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, “[t]he nation contains such a diversity of moral and political thinking that the judiciary, if it is to retain its effectiveness, its legitimacy, has to be heterogeneous.” A critical mass of members from underrepresented groups also “helps to alleviate the misconception that members of sparsely represented groups are all alike, usually in a pejorative sense.” The result of a more diverse decision-making body is very often a “more lively, rich, and thorough” deliberative process.

Diversity within the judiciary likewise ensures that the full range of perspectives of the community is reflected in the development of case law. Professor Sherrilyn A. Ifill has used the term “structural impartiality” to refer to an ideal in which the judiciary as a whole is “comprised of judges from diverse backgrounds and viewpoints,” thereby “diminishing
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the possibility that one perspective dominates adjudication.”138 As President James Madison noted, “[i]t is essential to [a republican form of] government that it be derived from the great body of the society, not from . . . a favored class of it.”139 In short, a more diverse bench helps to ensure that traditionally excluded perspectives are not systemically omitted from the values reflected in court judgments.140

Discussions about the value of judicial diversity also routinely acknowledge the role that members of the judiciary play in serving as role models to the community, both symbolically and practically.141 Inclusion of historically marginalized groups in the judiciary indicates to members of those groups that opportunities are available to them in the judicial space.142 It further indicates that potential participants will not be excluded due to race, sex or gender.143 These symbolic benefits translate to concrete advantages to the community through mentorship of younger generations.144

The history of members of the judiciary making overtly discriminatory and racist statements and presuppositions toward court users has been well documented. Contemporary anecdotes reflect that such instances still occur far too often in the courts.145 But the presence of a diverse judiciary and court staff can reduce the likelihood that overtly sexist, racist or other discriminatory conduct will be tolerated.146

* * *

The data shows that the benefits of building diverse environments are profound, and access to the most qualified and diverse talent is essential for educational institutions, companies, law firms and the judiciary to fully appreciate, respond to and solve the challenges ahead.
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III. IMPLICATIONS OF THE SFFA DECISION FOR LAW SCHOOLS AND OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS147

Without question, the most direct effects of the SFFA decision will be felt by academic institutions. The institutions that have historically used race-conscious admissions policies may now have to reframe their practices while at the same time ensuring alignment with their DEI goals.

In response to these changes, the Academic Working Group of the Task Force has provided below an explanation of the practical implications of the SFFA decision on academic institutions and guidance on how these institutions can continue to advance DEI efforts through their admissions process. Note that although the focus of this section is on legal education and the legal profession, it draws on research from settings beyond law schools, and also offers considerations and recommendations, the applicability of which can be extended to a broader range of higher educational settings and stakeholders.

This section proceeds in four parts. First, it discusses why academic institutions should establish clear goals and values with respect to diversity in light of the analysis in the SFFA decision. Second, it outlines the permissible admissions practices following the decision. Third, it provides potential steps for eliminating policy barriers to achieving a diverse applicant pool. Lastly, this section discusses how implementing a broad educational institution strategy can help academic institutions foster inclusive learning environments for their students.

A. Institutional Goals and Values

The SFFA decision highlights the importance of developing well-articulated goals and values before making decisions—especially admissions decisions—that shape academic institutions. In striking down the race-conscious admissions programs at Harvard and UNC, the Court criticized the universities for relying on justifications deemed insufficiently “coherent”148 and for “fail[ing] to articulate a meaningful connection between the means they employ and the goals they pursue.”149 In this regard, the Court explained that “[b]oth [Harvard’s and UNC’s] programs lack sufficiently focused and measurable objectives warranting the use of race.”150 The Court’s reasoning therefore explicitly links the question of whether a particular consideration of race is legitimate to the question of whether there are defined institutional goals and values closely connected to that consideration.

The Court, while criticizing the schools’ admissions practices, made clear that the task of identifying those goals and values properly remains in the hands of universities.
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Although unwilling to grant great deference to universities when evaluating the lawfulness of the use of race, the Court made plain the high degree of freedom available to institutions of higher learning when defining their mission: “Universities may define their missions as they see fit.”\textsuperscript{151} As discussed below, the Court’s emphasis on the mission of the university—and its critical assessment of how values and goals associated with that mission are articulated and pursued—should be kept at the forefront of any effort to advance diversity in law schools. Accordingly, having and articulating important institutional goals, including diversity in legal education, remain permissible. The means of achieving those goals will be subject to strict scrutiny when race is used as a factor, but the Court’s decision does not forbid the pursuit of those goals.

Meanwhile, the \textit{SFFA} decision also notes that military academies present distinct interests from colleges and universities, suggesting that there are potentially distinct considerations in the admissions process for graduate and professional programs. The Court expressly declined to address arguments by the United States, as \textit{amicus curiae}, about the importance of race-based admissions programs at the military academies. The opinion noted, “No military academy is a party to these cases, . . . and none of the courts below addressed the propriety of race-based admissions systems in that context.”\textsuperscript{152} The Court therefore would not “address the issue, in light of the potentially distinct interests that military academies may present.” This cautious approach indicates the need for sensitivity to the facts and circumstances associated with different institutional settings.\textsuperscript{153}

Therefore, although different in important ways, law schools may be viewed as similar to military academies (and distinct from undergraduate institutions) because they train students to enter a profession where education in a diverse environment, as well as the diversity of the profession itself, supports a unique compelling interest. The extent to which there are “distinct interests” presented by law schools would require careful attention to facts and circumstances that were not considered in the undergraduate cases before the \textit{SFFA} decision.

\textbf{B. Permissible Processes Following the \textit{SFFA} Decision}

Because the majority opinion hewed closely to the record in each case and focused on the specifics of the Harvard and UNC admissions programs, the Court has spoken much more clearly about what is improper than what remains permissible. Nevertheless, the decision addresses important aspects of the admissions process including the consideration of: (1) the life experiences and the impact of race on an individual applicant; (2) values, perspectives and mission alignment; (3) SES, geography, employment and first-generation status; and (4) collection of demographic information during and after the admissions process.

\textsuperscript{151} \textit{Id.} at 2168 (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{152} \textit{Id.} at 2166, n.4.
It is important to note that the Court did not forbid colleges and universities from being aware of an applicant’s race or from considering how race affected their lived experience. Specifically, the majority opinion, in summarizing its analysis, permitted consideration of how race has impacted a specific applicant’s life in making admissions decisions so long as that impact was considered in close connection to a non-racial goal or value being pursued by the university. When discussing the evaluation of race in admissions essays, the Court observed:

At the same time, as all parties agree, nothing in this opinion should be construed as prohibiting universities from considering an applicant’s discussion of how race affected his or her life, be it through discrimination, inspiration, or otherwise. But, despite the dissent’s assertion to the contrary, universities may not simply establish through application essays or other means the regime we hold unlawful today. . . . “[W]hat cannot be done directly cannot be done indirectly. The Constitution deals with substance, not shadows,” and the prohibition against racial discrimination is “levelled at the thing, not the name.”154

In fact, on August 14, 2023, the Department of Justice and the Department of Education issued Questions and Answers that reiterated this point, stating that “universities may continue to embrace appropriate considerations though holistic application-review processes and (for example) provide opportunities to assess how applicants’ individual backgrounds and attributes—including those related to their race . . . position them to contribute to campus in unique ways.”155

This presents a delicate task for law schools during the admissions process. As the majority opinion states, the use of an admissions essay to glean a candidate’s race for the purpose of granting or denying admission solely because of race would be an impermissible end run around the limits imposed by the Court—an attempt to do indirectly what cannot be done directly. At the same time, an institution that has articulated certain goals and values, and that seeks to identify how specific candidates for admission fit with those goals and values, does not need to blind itself to an applicant’s race or the importance of an applicant’s experiences with race in assessing how an applicant might contribute to the school.

Schools that have articulated the desire to pursue certain values, perspectives, skills or other attributes will therefore be able to continue to be aware of an applicant’s race and consider an applicant’s experiences with race in the admissions process when the applicant discusses how race informs the assessment of those attributes. Considering applicants’ discussion of how race affected their lives or influenced their development of desired skills
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or other qualities, remains permissible, so long as race itself is not the factor driving an admissions decision. The Court provided several examples to demonstrate the distinction:

A benefit to a student who overcame racial discrimination, for example, must be tied to that student’s courage and determination. Or a benefit to a student whose heritage or culture motivated him or her to assume a leadership role or attain a particular goal must be tied to that student’s unique ability to contribute to the university. In other words, the student must be treated based on his or her experiences as an individual—not on the basis of race.\footnote{Id.}

In each of the Court’s examples, the “why” and “how” of the consideration of race are key. In each example, the institution has articulated beforehand the values, perspectives, skills or other nonracial attributes sought in the admissions process (courage and determination in one example, and leadership ability in the other). The university can then permissibly consider race when an applicant, in turn, shows how race informs his or her own experiences that demonstrate a fit with the goals of the institution in the admissions process. To state the point directly, the Court does not require an institution to be race blind, so long as race is relevant to nonracial considerations in the institution’s decision-making as to that specific applicant.

A corollary to the role of an institution’s values and goals is that they are in fact concretely articulated. Law schools will be on firmer ground if the attributes given weight in the admissions process have been defined in advance and connected to the mission identified by the institution.

Although the Court did not expressly address issues relating to race-neutral strategies, the Court’s ruling elevates the importance of comprehensively considering viable race-neutral strategies to advance broader institutional diversity and equity goals, including SES, place-based and other potential admissions policies. Unlike race-conscious policies, which are subject to strict scrutiny, race-neutral policies have been subject to less exacting scrutiny,\footnote{SFFA, 143 S. Ct. at 2225 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring) (“[G]overnments and universities still ‘can, of course, act to undo the effects of past discrimination in many permissible ways that do not involve classification by race.’”), quoting Justice Scalia’s concurrence in Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469, 526 (1989) (Scalia, J., concurring in judgment).} leaving institutions more latitude to consider SES, first generation status, geographic diversity and percentage plans.

Importantly, however, the ruling suggests that institutions would be wise to ensure that even race-neutral strategies reflect alignment with authentic institutional aims.\footnote{EducationCounsel, Preliminary Guidance, supra note 147.} “In assessing authenticity, institutions should document their commitment and actions in pursuit of the interest reflected in the relevant factors (e.g., socio-economic diversity) to help demonstrate that they would pursue the interest with comparable effort based on broad...
interests in diversity and equity, as well as to help evaluate and develop potential—not based on interests in racial diversity alone.”

The design of application materials to collect demographic data will need to conform to the Court’s guidance on the permissible role of race in the admissions process. Nothing in the Court’s decision bars the collection of data about race and ethnicity. Collection of disaggregated data may be important for research and evaluation purposes. Indeed, a law school’s ability to assess data about race and ethnicity may be of increased importance in light of the Court’s emphasis on the need for careful attention to the facts and circumstances of different institutional settings when evaluating the use of race.

Much turns, however, on when demographic information is collected and how it is used. A law school could ask matriculating students—after the admissions process is closed—to disclose their race and ethnicity in order to capture a complete picture of the entering class. Gathering that information would not cross into prohibited territory under the Court’s reasoning. If demographic information is collected during the admissions process, the lines drawn by the Court’s decision will shape the manner of collecting and using the data. Seeking demographic information on an application through a checkbox would not violate the Court’s decision, so long as the admissions process does not extract that information in pursuit of race-based decision-making. But if such information is solicited during the application process, schools as a prudential matter should consider ways of designing application materials so that decision-makers in the admissions process do not see the checkbox information while assessing a particular candidate’s file. By contrast, if an application invites candidates to speak in an essay about factors that have affected their lives or that demonstrate other important qualities (such as courage, determination, leadership or the ability to overcome hardship), the disclosure of race—and the consideration of race as relevant to those qualities—would not be impermissible.

C. Policy Barriers in Admissions Processes

A 2015 study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics found that the legal profession was one of the least racially diverse professions in the country; nearly a decade later, this remains true. While leaders in the legal profession continue to consider racial and ethnic diversity “necessary to demonstrate that our laws are being made and administered for the benefit of all persons” since “the public’s perception of the legal profession often informs impressions of the legal system . . . and create[s] greater trust in the rule of law,” those efforts will become more challenging in the wake of the SFFA decision.
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With the Court’s restriction on race-conscious admissions, colleges and universities committed to values of access and inclusion must re-examine their existing admissions policies and practices to address barriers to equitable educational access. As we discuss below, schools should consider reevaluating the criteria for assessing merit, including (1) using standardized tests; (2) legacy, athlete and donor preferences; (3) providing resources to alleviate the financial burden on law school applicants; and (4) developing methods for recruitment that can help diminish the pervasive disparities in law student enrollment and graduation among students of varying generational, racial or ethnic, and socio-economic backgrounds. Additionally, the SFFA decision’s restrictions on considerations of race-conscious admissions may well reduce the racial diversity of students graduating from selective undergraduate institutions, so law schools may wish to ensure that their recruitment and outreach strategies extend beyond schools from which they have traditionally recruited to also encompass less-well-represented institutions and achieve a broadly diverse applicant pool.

1. Standardized Testing Requirements

Standardized admission tests have been criticized as inherently racially biased. Performance on a standardized test is treated as a main indicator of success in higher education. However, there are many—and more accurate—indicators and qualities contributing to academic success, not to mention the capabilities required for the successful practice of law. In light of this, some undergraduate and graduate institutions have embraced test-optional policies, which have resulted in an increase in applications—in particular from racially diverse students—as well as increased admission of racially diverse students. A recent study showed that, while underrepresented minority students were more likely than others to opt out, “non-submitters” still graduated at equivalent or slightly
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higher rates than those of prospective candidates who submitted test scores.\textsuperscript{166} Though accredited professional programs generally require standardized entry exams (e.g., MCAT, LSAT, GRE, GMAT), some programs provide candidates the option to choose from specified standardized exams or offer standardized exam waivers for students participating in Early Admission Programs and/or Guaranteed Admission Programs.\textsuperscript{167} In addition to standardized testing options, some higher education institutions, such as the UC Davis School of Medicine, have incorporated adversity scoring\textsuperscript{168} within their evaluative processes.\textsuperscript{169}

At the time of the writing of this report, the debate over standardized test requirements in law schools is playing out dramatically. In November 2022, the accreditation council of the American Bar Association voted to amend its accreditation requirements so as to eliminate Standard 503’s mandate of a “valid and reliable admission test,” instead making such a test optional. The ABA House of Delegates rejected the proposal, and the matter remains “paused.”\textsuperscript{170}

Proponents of the amendment argue that the requirement of a standardized test operates as a barrier to entry into law school for students from some ethnic and racial groups, particularly Black, Hispanic and Native American students, who perform systematically worse on the LSAT and other standardized tests than others.\textsuperscript{171} Although the LSAT may be considered a strong predictor of success in the first year of law school, these detractors point out that this is not the same as predicting long-term success in the profession.\textsuperscript{172} Opponents, including a large consortium of law school deans, argue that without standardized tests, racial, socioeconomic and other forms of diversity in law schools will backslide, not because standardized tests are free from bias but because in their absence, other, more biased, factors such as GPAs, letters of recommendation and

\textsuperscript{166} Id.
\textsuperscript{167} See Jack Westin, Medical Schools That Don’t Require MCAT: All You Need to Know, June 21, 2023, https://jackwestin.com/resources/blog/medical-schools-that-dont-require-mcat-all-you-need-to-know.
\textsuperscript{172} Id. at 490.
reputations of undergraduate institution will come to dominate admissions decisions. At a minimum, advocates for retaining the admission testing requirement believe abandoning it is premature until more rigorous research has been conducted on the possibility of a superior alternative to the existing testing instruments for evaluating potential for success in law school.

2. Legacy, Athlete and Donor Preferences

Following the SFFA decision, the question of whether educational institutions should continue to give preferential admissions treatment to athletes, children and relatives of donors and legacy (children of alumni) candidates has been the subject of increased scrutiny. Although the “Operation Varsity Blues” scandal focused nationwide media attention on wealthy parents “funding” enrollment opportunities for their children, athletes and legacy admits also come disproportionately from high-income families.

A recently published study focuses on the impact of family wealth on admissions outcomes in undergraduate admissions. Using college attendance and parental income data from 1999 to 2015 and standardized test scores from 2001 to 2015, the authors found that applicants from the top one percent of American families are more than twice as likely

---

175 Admissions data is seldom open to the public. The Students for Fair Admissions lawsuit against Harvard College revealed how preferences operate in Harvard’s admissions decisions for different applicant groups, including recruited athletes, legacies, those on the dean’s interest list, and children of faculty and staff (ALDCs). The acronym ALDC serves as a helpful marker of admission-specific barriers. See generally SFFA, Inc. v. President & Fellows of Harvard Coll., 600 U.S. __ (2023). See also Peter Arcidiacono, Josh Kinsler & Tyler Ransom, Legacy and Athlete Preferences at Harvard, 40 J. of Labor Econ. 133, 133–56 (2022), https://gwern.net/doc/sociology/2021-arcidiacono.pdf (“On average, LDC applicants (i.e., excluding athletes) are stronger than typical applicants. However, the average LDC admit is weaker than the average typical admit. . . . The admissions advantage for recruited athletes appears to be even stronger. Admitted athletes have significantly worse credentials than typical admits and, in some cases, typical applicants. . . . We find that a white typical applicant with a 10% chance of admission would see a fivefold increase in admissions likelihood if they were a legacy and more than a sevenfold increase if they were on the dean’s interest list; we also find that they would be admitted with near certainty if they were a recruited athlete.”); Saahil Desai, College Sports Are Affirmative Action for Rich White Students, The Atlantic, Oct. 23, 2018, https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2018/10/college-sports-benefits-white-students/573688.
to attend the nation’s most elite private colleges as applicants from middle-class families with similar standardized test scores. The study concluded that among students with the same test scores, the colleges gave preference to alumni and recruited athletes and provided applicants from private schools higher non-academic ratings. If legacy, athlete and private applicant preferences were removed, the study suggests that applicants from the top one percent would have made up 10 percent of an admitted class rather than 16 percent.

Contending that such preferences have a discriminatory impact, advocacy groups recently filed a civil rights complaint against Harvard challenging its legacy admissions practices. Furthermore, since the SFFA decision, several academic institutions nationwide such as Occidental College and Wesleyan University have moved to eliminate legacy admissions, concerned that they not only favor students from higher income households but inherently disqualify first-generation applicants from such preference. Early decision (ED) options, though more indirectly associated with preferential admission eligibility, also tend to favor applicants from higher socioeconomic backgrounds because ED applicants typically have no information about what, if any, financial aid packages are available to them at the time they are required to make enrollment decisions.

3. Tuition and Educational Resource Costs

Educational costs are also significant barriers to educational access. These begin at the pre-application stage (e.g., through standardized test preparation costs and pre-

---


180 Since the SFFA decision, Wesleyan University, Carnegie Mellon University, Virginia Tech, and the University of Virginia eliminated legacy admissions, joining other institutions that had eliminated them previously, including Johns Hopkins, Amherst, the University of California system, MIT, CalTech, and University of Washington. John Hopkins ended its legacy admissions in 2020, although since 2013, it has decreased the percentage of incoming students with a family connection to university from 8.5% to 1.7% and increased the percentage of first-generation or limited income students from 16.7% to 30.8%. The percentage of Pell Grant-eligible students rose from 12.8% in 2013 to 20.1% in 2021. Ronald J. Daniels, Abolish Legacy Admissions Now, The Chronicle of Higher Educ., Oct. 7, 2021, https://www.chronicle.com/article/abolish-legacy-admissions-now; Nick Anderson, University of Virginia to Limit ‘Legacy’ Factor in Admissions, Wash. Post, Aug. 1, 2023, https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2023/08/01/uva-legacy-admissions-college-application; Mark Owczarski, Virginia Tech Implements Changes to Undergraduate Admissions Process for 2023-24 Admissions Cycle, Virginia Tech News, July 28, 2023, https://news.vt.edu/articles/2023/07/cm-admissions-cycle.html (also announcing the end of its Early Decision option).

181 Eliminating Early Decision Policies, IHEP 29-35, Aug. 1, 2023, https://www.ihep.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/IHEP_JOYCE_Ch3-1.pdf (because financial aid packages may play an important role in students’ enrollment decisions, especially for those from low-income backgrounds, applying early decision is sometimes not a realistic option. Research also shows that students applying from affluent families tend to apply for early decision about twice as often as those from lower-income families, even if they have identical academic credentials.).

182 This was first addressed by universities following the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965 when institutions of higher education realized that without restructuring financial aid policies to be
admission application fees and deposits)\textsuperscript{183} and then continue through a student’s enrollment to post-graduation, including but not limited to tuition, administrative fees, books, supplies (including technological requirements), room and board and health insurance coverage. Although the cost burden of education is often attributed to tuition and other costs of attendance post-enrollment, the opportunity cost of lost wages while attending professional programs, such as law school, due to workload and policy restrictions also affects low-income, first-generation and other students from non-traditional backgrounds.\textsuperscript{184} Student advisors often discourage students from working during law school, unless such employment opportunities are paid, practical, legal experiences—which often do not provide sufficient financial resources to meet personal and/or family financial needs.\textsuperscript{185} The debilitating nature of these costs was brought into keen focus by the student debt statistics outlined in the recent Supreme Court case addressing comprehensive student loan forgiveness.\textsuperscript{186}

Merit and need-based scholarships are the two primary forms of financial aid utilized in higher education, though institutions recognize that traditional merit-based considerations typically favor students from high-income and/or well-resourced backgrounds and communities.\textsuperscript{187} Nonetheless, diversity- and race-conscious awards have

---

\textsuperscript{183} Cf. Marisa Manzi & Nina Totenberg, ‘Already Behind’: Diversifying The Legal Profession Starts Before The LSAT, Nat’l Pub. Radio, Dec. 22, 2020, https://www.npr.org/2020/12/22/944434661/already-behind-diversifying-the-legal-profession-starts-before-the-lsat (“Collectively, with the average applicant applying to six schools, fees can add up to $1,000 or more. And this number does not even include paying for an LSAT prep course, which most applicants routinely rely on to up their scores. The average LSAT prep course costs between $600 and $1,800. Although expensive, they can significantly improve LSAT scores. For example, the Princeton Review’s “LSAT 165+” essentially guarantees an improvement of at least seven points. It costs $1,700. Bottom line: Though courses like these are a critical piece of success, they are financially out of reach for many minority students. While some organizations offer free LSAT prep courses online, there is often a hitch. Khan Academy, for example, does not have live programming and does not guarantee an increase in the LSAT score.”).

\textsuperscript{184} Frequently Asked Questions, Am. Bar Ass’n, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/frequently_asked_questions (last accessed Aug. 2, 2023) (Student Employment: Standard 304(f), which restricted student employment to 20 hours per week, was eliminated in 2014. ABA-approved law schools may continue to retain a student employment rule even though it is no longer required by the Standards.); see also BRIEF: Do Scholarships Improve Retention Among Top UB Undergraduates?, 3, SUNY Buffalo Office of Institutional Analysis, Oct. 17, 2006, https://www.buffalo.edu/content/dam/Provost/files/oia/Survey%20Briefs/Freshmen/scholarships_andretention.pdf (“An increment of $1,000 in scholarship dollars typically produces a 26% greater retention rate, while the same increase in other grant dollars yields only an 11% gain in retention. Changes in loan amounts did not influence second-year retention.”).


\textsuperscript{186} See generally Biden v. Nebraska, 600 U.S. __ (2023); Dep’t of Educ. v. Brown, 600 U.S. __ (2023).

\textsuperscript{187} Law schools are attempting to use need-based scholarships to address the differences between the country’s demographics and those of the legal profession. A 2021 report from the American Bar Association noted that lawyers of color make up 14.6% of the legal profession. For example, at Yale Law School, the Hurst Horizon Scholarship covers tuition, fees, and health insurance for students whose
been invaluable assets for supporting underrepresented minority students and building racially and ethnically diverse student bodies. Financial aid and scholarships of this nature have been legally funded for decades through government programs, nonprofits organizations and private donors. The parameters for provision of such aid have narrowed over time to ensure that institutions can offer it without running afoul of federal antidiscrimination law.\(^{188}\)

Law schools should consider directly engaging with legislatures to advocate for new or expanded financial aid funding. States might consider broadening financial eligibility standards for tuition and related educational cost assistance. This, coupled with restrictions on government funding for schools that consider legacy and/or donor status as admission factors, would benefit a broad base of economically disadvantaged law school applicants and students.\(^{189}\)

Though industry and legal experts agree that future challenges to race-conscious financial aid are inevitable, there is also consensus that these challenges will take years to wind their way through the courts to conclusion and that the claims asserted to require departure from existing legal precedent. Nonetheless, institutions should proactively consider race-neutral alternatives and strategies, while remaining cautious not to over-correct prematurely in a manner that may be detrimental to the campus community, in terms of diversity and inclusion of students from differing backgrounds.\(^{190}\)


Even prior to SFFA, diversity scholarships have faced pressure to cease altogether or be re-structured. For example, the State University of New York (“SUNY”) once operated the Underrepresented Graduate Fellowship Program, which distributed $6.2 million in financial aid to 500 students, and the Empire State Minority Honors Scholarship Program, which distributed $649,000 a year to 898 students. Prior to 2006, both programs—designed to recruit, enroll and retain students who were historically underrepresented at SUNY—were open only to Black, Hispanic and American Indian students. In January 2006, however, the SUNY Board of Trustees “voted unanimously to expand the eligibility criteria” by opening the programs to all races. Also, in states that banned affirmative action in admissions prior to SFFA, institutions of higher education saw a decline in scholarships that were deemed “race-conscious.” Elson, supra note 182, at 981–89.
4. Outreach, Enrollment and Student Success Barriers

Notwithstanding empirical literature noting how challenging it will be for race-neutral alternatives to foster diversity as effectively as race-conscious programs, particularly at highly selective institutions, recruiting practices that are both strategically targeted and inclusive have been, and continue to be, invaluable mechanisms for achieving and enhancing diverse campus communities nationwide.191

Law schools can mitigate the impact of academic, personal and financial challenges students face by increasing their outreach to, investment in and collaboration with prospective students and affiliative partners. For example, some states and institutions have implemented programs in which students may qualify for guaranteed admission and/or dual enrollment options based on academic criteria or participation in specialized programs.192 Furthermore, broad-based support programs (e.g., the Equal Opportunity Programs in New York) can help address students’ ancillary and complementary admissions needs, such as test preparation, financial assistance, academic and mentorship support, and related resources.193 In designing and implementing these programs, institutions should ensure that additional requirements do not inadvertently disadvantage participating students compared to the rest of the student body.194

Institutions should also consider explicitly referencing eligible student groups that may otherwise be underrepresented in all marketing materials, programming and related eligibility descriptions to signal to prospective diverse candidates that their applications for admission are truly welcome. Such language may be framed to convey, for example, that, “students from underserved communities are eligible, including but not limited to low-income and first-generation students.” Furthermore, institutions may use testimonials from diverse scholarship recipients, in addition to specialized program participants, to convey to potential applicants, and the broader community, the demographic scope of awardees, while also inherently conveying eligibility standards.

Though law schools must individually assess and tailor their recruitment and outreach strategies—e.g., marketing materials and tools, designated human and financial

191 Aaron N. Taylor, The Marginalization of Black Aspiring Lawyers, 13 FIU L. Rev. 489. For law school applicants, “AccessLex does provide an extensive directory of diversity pipeline programs, and the programs on its list do tremendous work.” Manzi & Totenberg, supra note 183. However, for these programs to work and for prospective students to apply to them, individuals need to be made aware that they exist in the first place. Id.

192 Potter, supra note 60.

193 “The State University of New York’s Arthur O. Eve Educational Opportunity Program provides access, academic support and financial aid to students who show promise for succeeding in college but who may not have otherwise been admitted. Available primarily to full-time, matriculated students, the program supports students throughout their college careers within the University.” See Arthur O. Eve Educational Opportunity Program (EOP), State Univ. of NY, https://www.suny.edu/attend/academics/eop/.

194 These programs may impose a “tax” on students that require them to satisfy separate requirements than typically imposed on the rest of the student body. Most importantly, these programs, as effective as they may be, have not resulted in a significant increase in diversity in the legal profession. Deseriee A. Kennedy, Access Law Schools & Diversifying the Profession, 92 Temple L. Rev. 799, 808 (2020).
resources and targeted locations and events—to ensure inclusivity and equity, the race-neutral considerations and strategies discussed can mitigate risk.

D. Broad Educational Institution Strategy

Public and private higher education institutions and their respective communities are uniquely designed to attract, train and enrich the vibrant diversity that exists in society and to foster individual and communal growth for the betterment of society.\(^\text{195}\) Recognizing the value of diversity in the legal profession, the ABA has advised law schools to implement diversity plans that require the collaboration of diverse persons and voices, including institutional leader engagement.\(^\text{196}\)

Fostering inclusive learning environments, both inside and outside the classroom, will be especially important to attracting and retaining a broad range of students in light of the SFFA decision. As the number of racially and ethnically diverse students enrolled in institutions that previously used race-conscious admissions tools likely decreases, supporting matriculated students from underrepresented backgrounds will be crucial to meeting institutional diversity and equity goals. Creating a sense of belonging and support for historically underrepresented students is essential for their academic success, particularly in law schools.\(^\text{197}\) In addition, these efforts are essential to cultivating a next generation in the profession that is attuned to the norms and values of institutional inclusiveness.

Even so, institutions have struggled to reflect the breadth of societal diversity in their campus communities adequately and consistently.\(^\text{198}\) Though such challenges often result from the barriers previously referenced, institutions have also leaned too heavily on diversity officers, and their respective offices, to implement, sustain and enhance campus diversity with very little support.\(^\text{199}\) This phenomenon extends beyond higher education into private, non-profit and government sectors and across industries, resulting in short-


term—if any—success and very high turnover in Chief Diversity Officer related roles.\textsuperscript{200} For institutions to effectuate inclusive learning environments, campus-wide and community-wide outreach, collaboration and specialized training must be at the foundation of any established diversity plan.\textsuperscript{201} Therefore, diversity plan–related initiatives should include alumni, foundation representatives, donors, law firms, legal clients and government. Active engagement of key stakeholders facilitates consistent messaging about core values, including the elimination of bias, as well as guidance on implementing new policies and practices. This will lead to increased buy-in and trust throughout the community.

Institutions should consider specialized campus-wide training as part of their diversity initiatives to address critical changes in policy and practice from both operational and philosophical standpoints. These trainings should address cultural competence as well as identifying, eliminating and disrupting bias to ensure that students of all backgrounds experience a respectful climate in which they can thrive. Institutions should develop and promote—and possibly require—faculty trainings on inclusive teaching.\textsuperscript{202} This might include training on democratizing discussion, anonymizing participation, guided reading questions and other tools.\textsuperscript{203} In addition, key personnel and stakeholders in admissions, financial aid, enrollment, diversity equity and inclusion, institutional advancement and student success should be trained to ensure a holistic effort and response campus-wide. While developing and operationalizing training, campuses should also design assessment and audit procedures to ensure that the resources and support necessary for compliance are accessible, especially where race-neutral considerations are at issue.

Students from diverse backgrounds often lack diverse advisors and mentors, despite studies showing the positive effects of diverse faculty on students’ graduation rates.\textsuperscript{204} Therefore, institutions of higher learning should commit to purposeful, lawful strategies to improve representation of faculty from diverse backgrounds and culturally competent leadership.\textsuperscript{205} In addition, educational opportunities and coursework grounded in racial

\textsuperscript{200} Id.
\textsuperscript{202} UC Davis School of Law, Exploring Diversity in Legal Education, Mar. 29, 2023, https://law.ucdavis.edu/deans-blog/exploring-diversity-legal-education;/ CJ Libassi, The Neglected College Race Gap: Racial Disparities Among College Completers, Ctr. For Am. Progress, May 23, 2018, https://www.americanprogress.org/article/neglected-college-race-gap-racial-disparities-among-college-completers (“[I]nclusive teaching, which seeks to level the playing field, equalizing the opportunity for students from all backgrounds to participate and succeed. Inclusive teaching has two main components: putting more structure into a course, giving clear instructions so that all students know what to do before, during, and after class; and thoughtfully facilitating class discussion, so that everyone can participate.”).
\textsuperscript{205} See generally Rebecca Stout et al., The Relationship Between Faculty Diversity and Graduation Rates in Higher Education, 29 Intercultural Educ. 399 (2018) (Studies of the relationship between faculty
justice have been at the forefront of social dialogue in recent years. In 2020, 150 deans of schools petitioned the ABA’s Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar to consider requiring all accredited law schools to offer anti-racism training and education. The Student Affairs Administrators in Higher Education (NASPA), in collaboration with the National Association of Diversity Officers in Higher Education (NADOHE), published a report on the various campuses that have undertaken, beyond public statements, to enact institutional changes, including but not limited to listening sessions, workgroups, trainings, professional development opportunities, and funding new initiatives based on community feedback. Moreover, strategic efforts to facilitate ongoing professional development must also be interwoven methodically throughout campus community efforts and not left to chance.

It also is important to recognize the emotional impact that public dialogue around diversity, the SFFA decision and race generally may have on campus stakeholders. Institutions must provide support to ensure the mental health and well-being of not only students, but also campus faculty and staff across the learning community, as they navigate racial/ethnic diversity and graduation rates of undergraduate students from underrepresented racial and ethnic minority populations have found that U.S. faculty diversity is lower than in the U.S. national population, and that overall graduation rates for underrepresented minority students of all races/ethnicities are positively affected by increased diversity of their faculty.). For the benefits of diverse faculty more generally, see Jeffrey F. Milem, “The Educational Benefits of Diversity: Evidence From Multiple Sectors,” in Compelling Interest: Examining the Evidence on Racial Dynamics in Colleges and Universities, ed. Chang, Mitchell J. et al. (The Rev. of Higher Educ., 2004).

Institutions must provide support to ensure the mental health and well-being of not only students, but also campus faculty and staff across the learning community, as they navigate racial/ethnic diversity and graduation rates of undergraduate students from underrepresented racial and ethnic minority populations have found that U.S. faculty diversity is lower than in the U.S. national population, and that overall graduation rates for underrepresented minority students of all races/ethnicities are positively affected by increased diversity of their faculty.). For the benefits of diverse faculty more generally, see Jeffrey F. Milem, “The Educational Benefits of Diversity: Evidence From Multiple Sectors,” in Compelling Interest: Examining the Evidence on Racial Dynamics in Colleges and Universities, ed. Chang, Mitchell J. et al. (The Rev. of Higher Educ., 2004).


209 CJ Libassi, The Neglected College Race Gap: Racial Disparities Among College Completers, Ctr. For Am. Progress, May 23, 2018, https://www.americanprogress.org/article/neglected-college-race-gap-racial-disparities-among-college-completers/. “The law school can attract the brightest stars from racialized communities by offering a diverse and welcoming environment, a sampling of prospective courses with attractive titles, and a system of professional counseling and supported access to the competitive job market. However, while the law school is the forum in which students are typically first introduced to law firms, it is the firms and members of the profession, not the school, that determine the students’ access to professional training, entry to professional culture, and opportunities for employment. The schools deliver graduates to the profession but have no authority over student job placement or firm hiring decisions.” Faisal Bhabha, Towards a Pedagogy of Diversity in Legal Education, 52 Osgoode Hall L. J. 59, 90 (2014).
a shifting and contested landscape regarding racial diversity in legal education.\textsuperscript{210} For decades, research has shown that campus faculty and staff are instrumental contributors to the academic, professional and personal outcomes of students, including student mental health and wellbeing.\textsuperscript{211} Wellness, and social, cultural and academic programming should be purposefully designed to show all students, especially underrepresented and first-generation students, that they are valued, that they belong and that they have a place in the legal profession.\textsuperscript{212}

\textsuperscript{210} Julian Roberts-Grmela, \textit{Students Say Mental-Health Breaks From Class Help Them Succeed. Here’s How Colleges Are Responding}, The Chronicle of Higher Educ., Feb. 2, 2023, \url{https://www.chronicle.com/article/students-say-mental-health-breaks-from-class-help-them-succeed-heres-how-colleges-are-responding} (“Seventy-two percent of student-affairs officials reported that mental-health concerns on campus worsened over the last year, according to a recent survey by Naspa: Student Affairs Administrators in Higher Education. A new Center for Collegiate Mental Health report found that levels of trauma and social anxiety have increased among students over the last decade, and that academic distress has increased compared to pre-pandemic.”).

\textsuperscript{211} Mary Christie Foundation, \textit{The Role of Faculty in Student Mental Health}, \url{https://marychristieinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/The-Role-of-Faculty-in-Student-Mental-Health.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{212} Adrienne Lu, \textit{This Simple 30-Minute Belonging Exercise Could Boost Student Retention}, The Chronicle of Higher Education, May 4, 2023, \url{https://www.chronicle.com/article/this-simple-30-minute-belonging-exercise-could-boost-student-retention} citing Gregory M. Walton et al., \textit{Where and with whom does a brief social-belonging intervention promote progress in college?} 380 Science 499–505, May 4, 2023. \url{https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.ade4420} (randomized controlled experiment with 26,911 students at 22 diverse institutions showing that a “social-belonging” intervention, administered online before college (in under 30 minutes), increased the rate at which students completed the first year as full-time students, especially among students in groups that had historically progressed at lower rates. The college context also mattered: The intervention was effective only when students’ groups were afforded opportunities to belong).
IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE SFFA DECISION FOR PRIVATE EMPLOYERS: CORPORATIONS AND LAW FIRMS

While the SFFA decision does not directly apply to private employers like corporations and law firms, the Court’s ruling may still create heightened risks for organizations seeking to advance their DEI goals. These concerns have already begun to play out with several firms having been sued in relation to fellowship programs that they offered. In anticipation of these challenges, the Business and Law Firm Working Groups of the Task Force set forth below guidelines and recommendations to help organizations identify and mitigate potential legal and reputational risks and bolster their current DEI initiatives.

This section proceeds in two parts. First, it discusses the legal framework and current landscape of federal anti-discrimination laws applicable to private employers, including Titles VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, and Section 1981. It also discusses the need to balance the real and anticipated backlash against DEI efforts against the risks associated with private employers reducing or abandoning publicly disclosed DEI initiatives. Second, this section provides practical steps that organizations can consider taking to effectively communicate and document their DEI efforts, and to mitigate certain potential legal risks. It also provides examples of current strategies that may help organizations as they pursue workforce DEI goals focused on the recruitment, retention and advancement of underrepresented groups.

A. Legal Framework and Current Landscape

Corporate DEI initiatives continue to be lawful following the SFFA decision so long as they do not run afoul of federal anti-discrimination statutes such as Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act and 42 U.S.C. § 1981. However, even prior to the SFFA decision, DEI programs have received scrutiny in the form of (1) shareholder challenges; (2) reverse discrimination litigation; and (3) government enforcement actions. These challenges—and new ones such as antitrust considerations—will likely continue to surface following the SFFA decision. However, these risks should be balanced against the significant risks associated with retreating from publicly committed DEI efforts. Companies that abandon their public commitments may be subject to (1) Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) investigations and shareholder derivative suits; (2) disparate treatment and disparate impact actions; and (3) additional negative impacts like loss of top talent or reduced financial performance.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act prohibits “intentional discrimination based on race in any program that receives federal funding,” including a “pattern or practice” of treating one race less favorably than others. A private organization is not subject to Title VI liability unless one of the following thresholds is satisfied: (1) the organization “as a whole” receives federal funds, in which case all operations of the organization are subject to Title VI; (2) the organization is “principally engaged in the business of providing

education, health care, housing, social services, or parks and recreation,” in which case all operations of the organization are subject to Title VI; or (3) the organization receives federal funds designated for a specific activity, in which case the organization may be sued under Title VI for engaging in discrimination with respect to that specific program.216 In order to bring a successful challenge under Title VI, a plaintiff (either a natural person or a corporation) must show that the organization’s program receives federal funds and that the plaintiff has been either (1) excluded from participation in such program; (2) denied the benefits of such program; or (3) subjected to discrimination under such program.217

Although the Supreme Court in the SFFA decision did not explicitly analyze the race-conscious admissions systems at Harvard and UNC under Title VI, the majority stated, in a footnote, that “discrimination that violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment committed by an institution that accepts federal funds also constitutes a violation of Title VI.”218 Justice Thomas’s and Justice Gorsuch’s concurrences also reference the applicability of the majority opinion to Title VI, with Justice Thomas writing that the language of Title VI “makes no allowance for racial considerations” and “reinforces the colorblind view of the Fourteenth Amendment.”219 Thus, opponents of diversity programs may rely on the reasoning of the SFFA decision to bring future legal challenges under Title VI seeking to argue that those programs involving federal funding confer or deny benefits on the basis of race.

Meanwhile, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy) and national origin.220 Under Title VII, for example, it is unlawful for an employer to make hiring, compensation, promotion and termination decisions on the basis of race or ethnicity. However, historically, employers may make race-conscious employment decisions in specific circumstances pursuant to appropriately tailored voluntary affirmative action plans. Employers may also institute DEI initiatives to increase opportunity outside of a valid affirmative action plan.

Title VII guidelines explicitly state that employers “should take voluntary action to correct the effects of past discrimination and to prevent present and future discrimination.”221 Affirmative action allows employers to make race-conscious employment decisions in order to remedy the effects of such discrimination. By contrast, DEI programs generally do not involve deciding who to hire, promote, or fire based on race and can be used by employers to increase opportunity outside of an affirmative action plan context.

Prior to the SFFA decision, the Supreme Court set out the framework for “evaluating the compliance of an affirmative action plan with the Title VII prohibition on

---

218 SFFA, 143 S. Ct. at 2157, n.2 (citing Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U. S. 244, 276, n. 23 (2003)).
219 Id. at 2188, n.4 (Thomas, J. dissenting).
220 7 C.F.R. § 1901.203.
221 29 C.F.R. § 1608.1(c) (1979).
discrimination” in two cases: United Steelworkers of Am. v. Weber222 and Johnson v. Transp. Agency, Santa Clara Cnty.223 These decisions have not been overruled, and presumably remain good law for now. Weber noted that “Congress chose not to forbid all voluntary race-conscious affirmative action” under Title VII due to its overarching objective of “break[ing] down old patterns of racial segregation and hierarchy.”224

Although not the subject of focus in recent years, an employer can implement a voluntary affirmative action plan in compliance with Title VII in at least three circumstances. First, the employer can do so to remedy prior discrimination or “correct the effects” of such practices.225 As the Supreme Court observed, “it would be ironic indeed if a law triggered by a Nation’s concern over centuries of racial injustice” could not remedy prior discrimination under that law.226 Second, it is permissible to use affirmative action to eliminate manifest imbalance in traditionally segregated job categories.227 Third, affirmative action may be used to eliminate manifest imbalances in the workforce.228 To achieve these goals, these plans can incorporate both race-conscious employment decisions and DEI measures, such as recruitment programs.

If an employer’s voluntary affirmative action plan has been effectuated to realize one of these three goals, courts then look to a variety of factors to determine its validity. First, an affirmative action plan “must contain specific goals and objectives, numerical or otherwise.”229 In addition, “[n]umerous factors [must] be taken into account in making hiring decisions, including the actual qualifications of [minority] applicants for particular jobs.”230 Affirmative action plans also should not “unnecessarily trammel the interests” of non-minorities, which in Weber meant that the employer could not discharge workers for the purpose of replacing them with those recruited through affirmative action.231 Indeed, employers must design affirmative action plans that require diverse applicants to compete “with all other qualified applicants.”232 In addition, an affirmative action plan should avoid creating an absolute bar to the advancement of those falling outside of its goals.233 Finally,

---

225 29 C.F.R. § 1608.3(b) (1979); see also Weber, 443 U.S. at 204.
226 Weber, 443 U.S. at 204.
227 Id. at 201 (“[T]o eliminate traditional patterns of racial segregation”); Johnson, 480 U.S. at 620–21 (“[I]n making promotions to positions within a traditionally segregated job classification . . . the [employer] is authorized to consider as one factor the sex of the applicant”).
228 Weber, 443 U.S. at 208; Johnson, 480 U.S. at 631–32; see also Shea v. Kerry, 796 F.3d 42, 57 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (a manifest imbalance can be shown through “statistical disparities between the racial makeup of the employer’s workforce and that of a comparator population”).
230 Johnson, 480 U.S. at 637.
232 Johnson, 480 U.S. at 638.
233 Weber, 443 U.S. at 208; see also Johnson, 480 U.S. at 637–38 (noting that the plan does not set aside a number of positions for women only); Shea, 796 F.3d at 62 (describing how non-minority applicants can still gain promotion from entry-level positions even if not included in the affirmative action program).
the plan should be a temporary measure and race-conscious decision-making should last only until the employer is close to reaching its goal.

An affirmative action plan is invalid if: (1) it relies on quotas to achieve its goals or (2) it is used to maintain, rather than attain, a balanced workforce. An affirmative action plan must contain specific goals and objectives, numerical or otherwise.” For example, a “plan might include increasing the number of women in the employers workforce from . . . 10% . . . to 20% next year, 30% the following year, and so on” in order to address past discrimination. However, if a plan is only in place to maintain balance after goals have been achieved, it is no longer valid. The plan cannot require employers to hire employees based on rigid numerical quotas, regardless of whether the prospective employees are qualified, because “numerous factors [must] be taken into account in making hiring decisions, including the actual qualifications of applicants for particular jobs.”

The Supreme Court held in Ricci v. DeStefano that employers cannot change the practices that they use to make employment decisions—in this case, changing their promotion practices—based on race unless they can show that they had a strong basis in evidence to believe that their existing practices violated Title VII because of the practices’ disparate impact. In Ricci, the employer used an exam to determine promotions. An analysis of exam results revealed that white applicants performed better than minority applicants. Fearing a disparate impact suit under Title VII, the employer decided to abandon the use of the exam results in promotions altogether. In this case, such decision violated Title VII as the Supreme Court ruled that the employer, with limited exceptions, may not implement a race-based solution to address a disparate impact issue unless it could “demonstrate a strong basis in evidence that, had it not taken the action, it would have been liable” for discrimination under a disparate impact theory. An employer could show this by demonstrating that the challenged practice was not “job related” and “consistent with business necessity” or that it had failed to adopt an “equally valid, less-discriminatory alternative.” The employer must objectively believe that “the beneficiaries of the [affirmative] action were victims of disparate impact and the action puts them roughly where they would have been in the absence of discrimination.”
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234 Weber, 443 U.S. at 208–09 (describing how the affirmative action plan was only in place until the number of Black employees was close to the percentage of those in the local labor force); Shea, 796 F.3d at 61 (stating that the plan “sought to attain more proportional representation” and ended after the goal was reached); see also United States v. City of Cincinnati, No. 1:80-cv-369, 2021 WL 4193211, at *1, *6 (S.D. Ohio Sept. 15, 2021) (invalidating an affirmative action plan that successfully remedied past discrimination and thus no longer had a valid purpose).
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237 Cincinnati, 2021 WL 4193211, at *6; see also Johnson, 480 U.S. at 640 (stating that an employer cannot seek to “use its plan to maintain a permanent racial and sexual balance”).

238 Johnson, 480 U.S. at 637.


240 Id. at 561–62.

241 Id. at 562–63; see also 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(k)(1)(A).

242 Id. at 563.

243 Id. at 587 (citing 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(k)(1)(A)).

244 United States v. Brennan, 650 F.3d 65, 114 (2d Cir. 2011).
Today, many companies and organizations have developed DEI programs outside of the voluntary affirmative action framework to aid in achieving their diversity goals. These efforts include, among others, pipeline programs, affinity or employee resource groups (ERGs), trainings, fellowships and scholarships, and mentorship and sponsorship programs. DEI efforts, which are targeted at increasing the number of diverse applicants and retaining diverse employees, but do not involve the consideration of race in hiring, promotion, and other employment decisions, have also traditionally been considered lawful under Title VII. For example, the EEOC has highlighted increased recruiting efforts at HCBUs as an example of a permissible method of increasing workplace diversity.245 Similarly, corporations and other organizations have developed practices, such as the National Football League’s Rooney Rule,246 requiring teams to interview candidates from racial or ethnic minorities for coaching and front-office positions. These efforts have been upheld under Title VII because they do not involve making hiring or promotion decisions on the basis of race or another legally protected characteristic.247 Rooney Rule–like initiatives aim to counteract the effect of systemic challenges and barriers that make it more difficult for underrepresented populations to reach the first round of interviews.248 These efforts ensure that before a hiring decision is made, an employer is considering a diverse and inclusive pool of candidates for the position.

Enacted shortly after the Civil War, Section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866 prohibits racial discrimination in the making and enforcement of contracts,249 and requires plaintiffs to prove that their race was the “but for” cause of the denial of their rights.250 It differs from Title VII in two important ways. First, Section 1981 applies only to intentional discrimination on the basis of race and citizenship, whereas Title VII applies to both intentional discrimination and disparate impact discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex or religion. Second, Section 1981 allows for uncapped damages and applies to employers of any size.251 To establish a prima facie Section 1981 claim, a plaintiff must demonstrate: (1) their membership in a protected class; (2) the defendant’s intent to discriminate on the basis

---


247 See, e.g., Mlynczak v. Bodman, 442 F.3d 1050 (7th Cir. 2006) (finding a plan designed to promote workplace diversity through efforts to expand the pool of candidates for hiring or promotion, and expressly prohibiting decisionmakers from basing hiring or promotion decisions on race, ethnicity or gender, was lawful under Title VII).


of race or citizenship; and (3) discrimination interfering with a protected activity (i.e., the making and enforcement of contracts). Specifically, to show discriminatory intent, a plaintiff must demonstrate that the “decisionmaker . . . selected or reaffirmed a particular course of action at least in part ‘because of,’ not merely ‘in spite of,’ its adverse effects on an identifiable group.” Importantly, the burden is on the plaintiff to show that race or citizenship was a “but-for” cause of his or her injury. Unlike Title VII, it is not enough for a plaintiff to show that race or citizenship was a “motivating factor” in the challenged decision.

In *McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp. Co.*, 427 U.S. 273 (1976), the Supreme Court held that persons of any race may bring discrimination claims under Section 1981. Since then, numerous plaintiffs have used Section 1981 to bring reverse discrimination claims challenging corporate DEI initiatives aimed at, for example, increasing supplier diversity.

In the *SFFA* decision, the Supreme Court did not address diversity-focused contracting or funding under Section 1981. However, given that courts look to the Equal Protection Clause case law for guidance in analyzing claims under Section 1981, future challengers may ask courts to apply the Supreme Court’s reasoning in the context of corporate commitments to contract with diverse suppliers or outside contractors or in other contexts involving race-conscious initiatives that are governed by contracts.

Legal challenges to DEI initiatives are not new. Even before the *SFFA* decision, a wave of reverse discrimination litigation and legislation seeking to limit or prohibit DEI programs had already begun. In response to the overwhelming support for racial justice initiatives following the murder of George Floyd and the Stop Asian Hate movement, we have seen an increase in voluntary DEI-related disclosures and the implementation of DEI initiatives. Progressive activist shareholder groups and public campaigns have advocated for an increased focus on environmental, social and governance (ESG) and human capital management disclosures by public companies, which has, in turn, resulted in increased attention by government enforcement agencies, including the SEC, Federal Trade Commission, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP). As pressure to move the needle forward on DEI goals and public disclosures concerning DEI efforts has increased, so too have efforts challenging such initiatives.

Companies today are facing backlash on numerous fronts, including, as discussed further below: (1) shareholder proposals and demands to retract DEI policies and programs; (2) threats of reverse discrimination lawsuits; (3) government investigations and enforcement actions; and (4) potential antitrust risks.

Activist shareholders have challenged companies’ DEI initiatives through a combination of proposals, including requests for audits of corporate DEI practices and
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252 *Daniels v. Dillard’s, Inc.*, 373 F.3d 885 (8th Cir. 2004).
253 *Equal Emp’t Opportunity Comm’n v. Joe’s Stone Crab, Inc.*, 220 F.3d 1263 (11th Cir. 2000).
255 *Id.*
retraction demands requesting companies eliminate certain DEI policies or programs. The initial wave of racial equity audit requests were made by shareholders looking to increase the transparency of companies’ DEI efforts. These requests called for companies to evaluate the impact of their DEI initiatives and programs in order to ensure that they had their intended impact and that employees and communities of color were indeed benefiting from such efforts.\textsuperscript{256}

In 2022, there was a major increase in (anti) DEI-focused proposals,\textsuperscript{257} and these efforts have continued into 2023. As of June 1, 2023, one activist shareholder who opposes DEI had filed at least 42 proposals,\textsuperscript{258} and another group had filed at least 18 proposals.\textsuperscript{259} Various other activists and entities have similarly filed proposals advocating against DEI and ESG efforts, including by arguing that companies have a fiduciary duty to focus only on financial returns, not what they claim to be the amorphous benefits of DEI.\textsuperscript{260}

To date, such proposals have rarely been successful at requiring companies to undertake audits. For example, a proposal to Apple this year lost with 98.5 percent of shareholders voting against it.\textsuperscript{261} Other proposals similarly garnered minimal support.\textsuperscript{262} Nevertheless, the proposals put pressure on company boards to re-examine their DEI initiatives and have the potential to chill further efforts to advance diversity.


\textsuperscript{257} The companies putting the NCPPR’s proposals to shareholder vote include: \textit{Walmart}, \textit{Lowe’s}, \textit{Meta}, \textit{Twitter}, \textit{AT&T}, \textit{Johnson & Johnson}, \textit{Bank of America}, and \textit{Levi Strauss & Co}. See Michael Delikat, J.T. Ho, and Hong Tran, \textit{DEI Initiatives under Attack by Activist}, Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance, Oct. 7, 2022, \url{https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2022/10/07/dei-initiatives-under-attack-by-activists/}. In line with its other proposals, the NCPPR recently filed proposals with \textit{Apple} and \textit{Caterpillar Inc}, seeking to impose audits analyzing the impacts of DEI policies on civil rights and non-discrimination on the companies’ business. See Caterpillar Inc., 2023 Proxy Statement 84 (2023); Apple Inc., Notice of 2023 Annual Meeting of Shareholders and Proxy Statement 79 (2023). More generally, ESG shareholder proposals have been increasing for the last several years. See Robert Stilson, \textit{To Understand ESG Activism, Look to Shareholder Resolutions}, RealClear Markets, July 26, 2023, \url{https://www.realclearmarkets.com/articles/2023/07/26/to_understand_esg_activism_look_to_shareholder_resolutions_968451.html} (“[T]he number of ESG shareholder proposals filed at Russell 3000 companies has been increasing for four straight years, up from 754 in the 2020 proxy season to at least 951 in the 2023 season.”).

\textsuperscript{258} See Heidi Welsh, \textit{Anti-ESG Shareholder Proposals in 2023}, Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance, June 1, 2023, \url{https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2023/06/01/anti-esg-shareholder-proposals-in-2023/}.

\textsuperscript{259} See id.

\textsuperscript{260} See id.

\textsuperscript{261} See Stephen Nellis, \textit{Apple Shareholders Reject Proposals from Conservative Groups}, Reuters, March 10, 2023, \url{https://www.reuters.com/technology/apple-shareholders-reject-proposals-conservative-groups-2023-03-10/}.

\textsuperscript{262} Other companies that received the NCPPR’s proposals included \textit{The Walt Disney Company}, \textit{CVS}, \textit{Citigroup}, and \textit{Comcast}. See Michael Delikat, J.T. Ho, and Hong Tran, supra note 257. In each case, the shareholder votes were less than 5% in favor of the NCPPR’s proposal. See id.
Activist shareholders have also sent retraction demand letters to companies on behalf of shareholders demanding that they eliminate various DEI-related policies, arguing that the companies’ disclosed DEI policies violate Title VII, Section 1981, state or local antidiscrimination laws. Such demands often threaten litigation if companies fail to comply. One organization has sent at least 10 such letters since 2021. That organization followed through with its threat of litigation against Starbucks after Starbucks rejected the demand stating that it “determined that it is not in the best interest of Starbucks to accept the Demand and retract the Policies.” However, the court dismissed the organization’s complaint as frivolous, noting that the complaint did not represent the interests of Starbucks’ shareholders and that it raised policy questions for lawmakers and corporations, not courts, to decide.

While “reverse discrimination” claims under Title VII, Section 1981, and state and other antidiscrimination laws are not new, the SFFA decision may embolden such claims and threats of litigation by activist shareholders and employees. The mere existence of DEI initiatives—however structured—does not in and of itself give rise to liability, but some recent litigants have been successful at demonstrating a direct nexus between DEI policies or initiatives and the employment decision made against them. For example, in Duvall v. Novant Health Inc., which was decided before the SFFA decision, a jury found in favor of a white male plaintiff who alleged that he was fired without cause from his management position because of his race and sex. To support his claim, the plaintiff pointed to evidence that the employer maintained a “goal of remaking the workforce to look like the community it served,” and “to promote diversity during the D&I Program implementation,” including at the management level. The plaintiff argued that his firing fit a pattern of similar actions by Novant, which eliminated all seven other white male managers who reported to the plaintiff’s supervisor within one year. The plaintiff won following a jury trial. More litigation is pending. American Express Co. faces a class action suit brought last year on behalf of a group of employees who claim that the company’s implementation of certain DEI initiatives violates Title VII; McDonald’s Corporation is defending itself against an EEOC charge of discrimination challenging the company’s

263 These companies include American Airlines, Levi Strauss & Co., Pfizer, Inc., Dropbox, JP Morgan Chase \& Co., Starbucks Co., McDonald’s Co., Novartis, Lowe’s (twice), and Coca Cola. See Michael Delikat, J.T. Ho, and Hong Tran, supra note 257.


268 Netzel v. American Express Company et al., No. 2:22-cv-01423 (D. Az.). A motion to compel arbitration is currently pending before the court.
“Global Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Strategy;” and Amazon is defending a class action lawsuit challenging several of its DEI initiatives. Most recently, two law firms, Perkins Coie and Morrison & Foerster, face lawsuits filed in federal courts in Texas and Florida, respectively, challenging the consideration of race when selecting law students for fellowship programs. The lawsuits allege that the fellowship programs discriminate against white law students because the programs only permit applicants who are of color, who identify as LGBTQ+ or who have disabilities. Although only two firms are included in the lawsuits, diversity fellowship programs are commonplace among large law firms. Notably, these lawsuits were filed by an organization financed by Edward Blum—the conservative advocate who initiated the SFFA case. Another Blum-financed organization also recently launched a lawsuit in Georgia targeting a venture capitalist firm, Fearless Fund, alleging that the fund operates program which discriminates against non-Black individuals.

Moreover, the types of employment decisions and workplace policies covered by Title VII appear to be expanding. Although Title VII has long been interpreted to apply only to “ultimate employment decisions” such as hiring, firing, promotion and pay, the law appears to be moving in the other direction. The en banc Fifth Circuit ruled in August of 2023 that other changes to the “terms, conditions, or privileges of employment,” such as “[t]he days and hours that one works,” may constitute prohibited discrimination that is actionable under Title VII. And the Supreme Court in June 2023 granted certiorari on this very issue in another case, to be decided next term. The expansion of the meaning of actionable employment actions or practices is a two-edge sword in terms of how it impacts DEI. On the one hand employees may be able to bring claims for lower-level adverse actions that previously would not have been actionable under the “ultimate employment decisions” standard. On the other hand, DEI programs may be at greater risk of legal challenge even though the individual challenging the program may not be able to show actual damages.

272 See id.
273 See id.
274 See id. Blum made clear that it is his desire for his organization, the American Alliance for Equal Rights, to continue such advocacy efforts in the courts moving forward. See id. (“Blum said he hopes his organization will generate at least two more Supreme Court cases over the next five years that will shore up the legal limits of how race and ethnicity is used in employment, contracting and internships.”).
276 Hamilton v. Dallas County, No. 21-10133 (5th Cir. Aug. 18, 2023) (en banc).
Recent shareholder demands threaten further litigation along these lines. One organization recently sent letters to CEOs threatening litigation if the relevant corporations do not audit and disclose their DEI initiatives and cease and desist from certain DEI practices. While the SFFA decision may inspire further reverse discrimination claims based on DEI initiatives, these efforts have been largely unsuccessful. In contrast, private litigation focusing on whether companies have been meeting their obligations under federal and state anti-discrimination laws is on the rise.

Government enforcement of anti-discrimination laws will continue. However, we can also expect increased government action, including investigations and enforcement actions, motivated by the SFFA decision. Some of this attention may be initiated by government officials acting on their own, but actions may also be requested or demanded via activists, employees or members of the public. For example, one activist shareholder has sent letters requesting that the EEOC investigate “woke corporations,” including Lyft, DICK’S Sporting Goods, Kontoor Brands and Yum! Brands for their human resources practices and DEI initiatives.

The EEOC Commissioners themselves are split across party lines on this issue. EEOC Chair Charlotte Burrows, a Democratic appointee, tried to reassure employers after the SFFA decision:

The [SFFA] decision . . . does not address employer efforts to foster diverse and inclusive workforces or to engage the talents of all qualified workers, regardless of their background. It remains lawful for employers to implement DEI and accessibility programs that seek to ensure workers of all backgrounds are afforded equal opportunity in the workplace.

But Commissioner Andrea Lucas, a Republican appointee noted that Title VII has always prohibited using race as a factor in employment decisions, and that the SFFA decision should prompt employers to “take a hard look” at their corporate diversity programs, especially those that “explicitly or implicitly tak[e] race into decision-making for employment decisions,” such as through “race-restricted internships, race-restricted mentoring, [and] race-focused promotion decisions,” which may already be “violating the law.”

Additionally, several Republican attorneys general have threatened to take enforcement actions challenging DEI initiatives. Following the SFFA decision, Republican attorneys general for 13 states wrote to Fortune 100 CEOs condemning DEI initiatives, and stating that companies would be held accountable for “illegal[] . . . preferences in

---

278 See Michael Delikat, J.T. Ho, and Hong Tran, supra note 257.
employment and contracting practices and threatened investigations and litigation.” That was followed days later by a letter from 21 Democratic attorneys general, stating “[w]e write to reassure you that corporate efforts to recruit diverse workforces and create inclusive work environments are legal and reduce corporate risk for claims of discrimination.” Then, on July 17, 2023, Senator Tom Cotton (R- Arkansas), sent a letter to over 50 large law firm chairs threatening congressional oversight “to scrutinize the proliferation of race-based employment practices,” both to the extent such firms “advise clients regarding DEI programs or operate one of [their] own” and warning those firms and their clients to “take care to preserve relevant documents in anticipation of investigations and litigation.”

Further, at the state level, there has been a flood of legislation by Republican-led governments that seeks to curtail efforts to further DEI goals. For example, Florida Senate Bill 266, signed into law in May 2023, prohibits spending on activities that promote DEI in higher education throughout the state. Such legislation seeks to replace particular areas of study, such as gender studies and critical race theory, with more “classical education.” Much of S.B. 266 overlaps with Florida’s Stop-WOKE Act which, although it did not pertain to DEI specifically, prohibited what conservatives label as “divisive concepts,” or legislation in opposition to considering race as a nexus of American life and racism as being perpetuated by the nation’s institutions. Still, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis continues to sign bills barring state officials from investing public funds to promote ESG-related goals, and banning public universities in Florida from using funds on DEI initiatives. Dozens of similar bills have been introduced in over 20 other states, several of which have passed as of July 2023, including bills in North Carolina, Tennessee

---

and Texas, aimed at DEI initiatives in higher education. These efforts began during the Trump Administration and are likely to continue in earnest following the SFFA decision.

Finally, prior to the SFFA decision, in October 2022, 19 Republican state attorneys general served subpoenas on six United States banks seeking information regarding their involvement in the United Nation’s Net-Zero Banking Alliance. A month later, in November 2022, several Republican United States senators led by Tom Cotton (R-Arkansas) sent letters to 51 law firms warning them to advise their clients of potential risks related to their participation in ESG initiatives and that Congress would “increasingly use its oversight powers to scrutinize the institutionalized antitrust violations being committed in the name of ESG.” In March 2023, 21 Republican state attorneys general sent a letter to 53 asset managers raising concerns about how asset managers were voting proxies on certain key ESG issues. The letter stated “we will continue to evaluate activity in this area in line with our ongoing investigations into potential unlawful coordination and other violations that may stem from the commitments you and others have made . . . .”

While this correspondence has largely been focused on “E” (Environmental) efforts (e.g., reduced investments in fossil fuels and net-zero pledges), similar challenges to “S” (Social) efforts (e.g., DEI initiatives) have already followed on employment discrimination challenges, and may also become a part of antitrust or consumer protection laws challenges. It is thus important to understand how antitrust laws may impose constraints on how employers within an industry can communicate and coordinate with one another on DEI efforts.

The relevant antitrust laws forbid entities (including law firms, lawyers, and companies) from: (1) coordinating competitive conduct with competitors and (2) providing or receiving “competitively sensitive” information about go-to-market

---


strategies. Such “competitively sensitive” information includes non-public data on pricing, margins and employee compensation, but it also encompasses non-public data that, in the hands of a rival, could give the rival a competitive advantage in the marketplace. The agencies interpret “competitive conduct” broadly to include any metrics used to compete for business or talent—including DEI commitments.

B. Legal Risks of Dialing Back DEI Initiatives

While the recent anti-ESG backlash may have prompted some companies to pull back from or reduce resources committed to their DEI commitments, experience demonstrates that abandoning DEI initiatives can pose significant risk. Public companies that dial back or eliminate DEI efforts could face SEC investigations and shareholder derivative suits. Employers could face pay equity and disparate impact enforcement and class actions, discrimination litigation and other negative repercussions, including to personnel, morale and their bottom line.

For public companies that have made DEI commitments to investors or other stakeholders, withdrawing from DEI initiatives or otherwise failing to meet these commitments may result in allegations that they misled investors about their commitment to DEI, not unlike allegations of “greenwashing,” where companies are accused of overstating their environmental efforts. Such allegations may form the basis for actions such as SEC investigations or shareholder derivative suits. In recent years, the SEC has shown an increased interest in regulating the disclosure of human capital management matters and requiring companies to disclose on their Form 10-K a description of their human capital resources that are material to their business, potentially opening the door to claims, investigations and lawsuits alleging failure to disclose or false or misleading statements related to such disclosures.

297 See Te-Ping Chen and Lauren Weber, The Rise and Fall of the Chief Diversity Officer, Wall Street J., July 21, 2023, https://www.wsj.com/articles/chief-diversity-officer-cdo-business-corporations-e110a82f (“[C]hief diversity officers have been more vulnerable to layoffs than their human resources counterparts, experiencing 40% higher turnover.”).
According to research by Bloomberg, over 40 lawsuits have been filed against companies in the last three years alleging that they have made false or misleading statements about DEI commitments. For example, a 2020 shareholder derivative suit against Facebook’s directors and officers alleged, among others, breach of fiduciary duty and SEC violations based on allegations that despite promoting diversity among higher ranks, Facebook actually lacked diversity at such ranks, thereby damaging its reputation. Similarly, a derivative action was filed against Wells Fargo earlier this year alleging that it failed to properly implement a “Diverse Search Requirement” for highly paid employees as promised, and a fiduciary duty claim was filed against Danaher Corp. by a large institutional investor in 2020 alleging that the company breached its diversity goals because it did not have a single Black board member at the time. Other companies have faced similar suits.

Although courts have thus far found broad corporate DEI commitments to be “non-actionable puffery or aspirational” and thus “immaterial,” that may not always be the case, particularly given the SEC’s and investors’ increased focus on ESG. In particular, the SEC is expected to soon require more detailed and robust disclosures regarding human capital measures, such as DEI.

Next, although employers can and do face reverse discrimination claims, it is important to remember that Title VII was enacted to combat the insidious effects of racial discrimination against Black people and other under-represented groups, the persistence of which means that the greatest risk of litigation continues to lie in traditional causes of action as opposed to reverse claims. This is supported by EEOC and state fair employment practice agencies’ data, which indicates that employers are generally less likely to face reverse discrimination charges than more traditional discrimination charges from individuals and groups who have historically faced societal and structural discrimination and underrepresentation. Employers continue to have an obligation under Title VII to

305 Id.
306 Enhanced Disclosures by Certain Investment Advisers and Investment Companies About Environmental, Social, and Governance Investment Practices, 87 FR 36654 (proposed June 17, 2022).
identify and remove barriers to equal employment opportunities, including policies that have a disparate impact on protected groups.

Additionally, given the recent surge in pay transparency legislation and requirements by state and local governments, as well as efforts by the EEOC and OFCCP to collect employee pay data, pay data and related information regarding job leveling and promotions will soon be under greater scrutiny than ever before. Importantly, the Equal Pay Act (EPA), which covers gender only, and a growing number of state and municipal laws arguably require employers not to rely on an individual’s prior pay (which might have been based on societal or structural discrimination) in setting current pay, affirmatively bridging the gap to close any historical pay inequity. Further, disparate impact cases under Title VII similarly hold employers liable for facially neutral practices that have a disparate impact on protected groups.

Thus, the reality is that if employers abandon important DEI initiatives, they may perpetuate historic pay discrimination or other policies or practices that have a lopsided and unfair impact on certain protected classes, placing them at legal risk. The EEOC, OFCCP, parallel state agencies and private class action plaintiffs have instituted numerous investigations and lawsuits alleging as much.

Support for such actions will likely remain, despite the SFFA decision. The Supreme Court Justices, though divided on the constitutionality of Harvard and UNC’s
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311 See, e.g., Rizo v. Yovino, 950 F.3d 1217, 1228 (9th Cir. 2020) (“setting wages based on prior pay [violates the EPA because it] risks perpetuating the history of sex-based wage discrimination”). The federal EPA applies only to gender-based disparities, but many states have extended parallel EPA protections to disparities based on other protected characteristics, including race. See, e.g., Cal. Lab. Code § 1197.5; N.Y. Lab. Law § 194; 820 Ill. Comp. Stat. 112/10(a).
312 See, e.g., Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 430 (1971) (“practices, procedures, or tests neutral on their face, and even neutral in terms of intent, cannot be maintained if they operate to ‘freeze’ the status quo of prior discriminatory employment practices”).
admissions policies, were united in acknowledging the long history of discrimination against certain racial groups.\textsuperscript{314}

Finally, employers that abandon DEI initiatives may risk various forms of business and public relations backlash.\textsuperscript{315} Indeed, 82 corporations and business groups signed amicus briefs that were filed in the litigation for the \textit{SFFA} decision, in which they urged the Court to retain affirmative action in higher education on the basis that the erosion of diversity at the university level could have detrimental effects upon corporate DEI efforts, which in turn would be detrimental to their businesses and industries.\textsuperscript{316} The potential negative impact to businesses who abandon diversity efforts is significant and may include missing out on top talent, reduced creativity and innovation, reduced financial performance, poorer customer service and market alignment, and poorer accountability contributing to the proliferation of corporate scandals.\textsuperscript{317} Additionally, curtailing DEI efforts can lead to reduced investment as many investors are increasingly encouraging employers to implement DEI initiatives, and investors pay a premium for employers that do so.\textsuperscript{318}

The potential negative consequences of retreating on DEI initiatives are, perhaps, the tip of the iceberg, given that the full benefits of many DEI initiatives have only recently been studied and measured, and their impacts fully understood and realized. Employers that consider abandoning such initiatives might well face additional downstream consequences ranging from decreased employee morale and satisfaction to increased

\textsuperscript{314} Justice Thomas acknowledged that he is “painfully aware of the social and economic ravages which have befallen my race and all who suffer discrimination[.]” \textit{SFFA}, 143 S. Ct. at 2207–08 (Thomas, J., concurring). Justice Kavanaugh recognized that “racial discrimination still occurs, and the effects of past racial discrimination still persist.” \textit{Id.} at 2225 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring). Justice Jackson reported that historical and current racial disparities, emphasizing that “[g]ulf-sized race-based gaps exist with respect to the health, wealth, and well-being of American citizens. They were created in the distant past but have indisputably been passed down to the present day through the generations.” \textit{Id.} at 2263 (Jackson, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{315} For additional information on the benefits of diversity, see section II of this Report.


\textsuperscript{317} See, \textit{e.g.}, Simon Mundy and Patrick Temple-West, \textit{How Corporate Scandals Get Swept Under The Rug}, Financial Times, Aug. 23, 2023, \url{https://www.ft.com/content/75f53530-349d-43fc-81c9-dbe203f3134e}.

attrition rates\textsuperscript{319} and, depending on the public relations consequences, even reduced consumer demand.\textsuperscript{320}

C. Guidance for Private Employers

Since the majority opinion in the SFFA decision does not on its face alter the well-established law governing private employer decisions or workplace DEI programs, private employers continue to have a variety of tools available to lawfully foster diversity within their organizations.\textsuperscript{321} Given the benefits of diversity for organizations and the business community discussed in section II, companies, including law firms, need not—and should not—abandon their commitment to advance DEI within their organizations, but should use the SFFA decision as an opportunity to review and enhance their workforce DEI initiatives to ensure that they are aligned with their recruitment, retention and development, and supplier diversity goals. Furthermore, given the current climate and changing legal landscape, it is prudent for companies to evaluate their DEI programs and initiatives to assess and mitigate any legal and reputational risks.

To proactively address and mitigate potential risk from future legal challenges, we recommend that companies: (1) communicate their continued commitment to their organization’s DEI principles; (2) conduct a privileged assessment of their DEI programs (3) understand the internal and external perception of their DEI efforts; (4) identify compelling interests and develop measurable objectives for DEI programs; (5) increase controls over DEI disclosures; (6) properly educate and train managers and employees on DEI guardrails and practices; (7) collect, monitor and track DEI data; (8) ensure that DEI programs are enshrined within a framework of good governance and (9) monitor state and local laws, grassroot efforts and peer initiatives. Beyond risk mitigation, a recent report


published by McKinsey & Company in partnership with the World Economic Forum\(^{322}\) indicated that the success factors that yielded the “most significant, scalable, quantifiable and sustained impact” for minority groups across DEI initiatives were: “a nuanced understanding of the root causes, a meaningful definition of success, accountable and invested business leaders, a solution designed for its specific context, and rigorous tracking and course correction.”\(^{323}\) Accordingly, in addition to targeting risk mitigation, the guidance in this section can be adopted in order to strengthen the robustness and effectiveness of corporate DEI initiatives.

**Communicate continued commitment to DEI.** As an initial matter, private employers that remain committed to DEI may wish to assure employees that the *SFFA* decision does not impact their commitment to DEI principles and values. Leadership teams should be prepared to speak competently on the difference between race-conscious admissions considerations at educational institutions and legally permissible corporate DEI practices and policies. Additionally, employers should make sure that they communicate the tangible benefits of DEI generally, and of their DEI initiatives at their companies specifically. Companies can also reemphasize their DEI commitments to external stakeholders on dedicated DEI websites and through ESG reports.

**Assess existing DEI programs.** Companies should consider engaging external counsel to conduct legally privileged audits of their DEI programs in order to identify potential legal risks and seek advice on risk mitigation strategies. The scope of such review might include DEI-related policies and initiatives related to hiring, promotion and retention, compensation, goal setting, fellowships or internships, scholarships, mentorship and sponsorships, leadership development programs, diverse slate policies, compensation practices, supplier diversity programs and corporate giving programs.

The aim of such review is to confirm that: (1) these programs do not make or encourage decisions to be made on the basis of race or another protected characteristic; (2) diversity is appropriately and accurately defined across the enterprise; (3) internal and external written materials regarding DEI objectives and programs are accurate, consistent and, where appropriate, include the business-related criteria being used for evaluation; (4) ERGs are clearly described as voluntary, employee-led and open to all employees; and (5) appropriate oversight is in place for all DEI-related public statements (*e.g.*, vetting by DEI leads, legal teams and other relevant stakeholders). The assessment should extend beyond how relevant DEI programs are described, but also consider how they are understood and applied by decisionmakers. This is why robust training on DEI, especially at the manager level, is critical. For businesses with global operations, consideration should be given to
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\(^{322}\) See McKinsey & Company, *Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Lighthouses 2023*, (Jan. 13, 2023), https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-lighthouses-2023 (The Global Parity Alliance, a cross-industry group committed to advancing DEI globally, launched the DEI Lighthouse Programme in May 2022 to “identify initiatives that have resulted in significant, quantifiable, scalable and sustainable impact, and uncover what those initiatives have in common. The ambition is to equip leaders with these insights, contributing to faster DEI impact across the global business community.”).
the legality and appropriateness of such reviews in jurisdictions outside of the United States.

While not traditionally considered to be within the parameters of a “DEI program,” understanding how employees—and particularly underrepresented employees—are compensated is incredibly important. Thus, companies should also consider engaging in regular and robust privileged pay equity analyses. Pay equity analyses can help businesses to identify potential legal risks and consider any need for adjustments to compensation systems or employee pay, as well as whether there should be modifications to job structure or descriptions, whether particular managers or departments are presenting challenges, and whether (and for whom) implicit bias or other DEI training may be necessary.

**Assess perceptions of DEI efforts.** The assessment of DEI programs described above should also include an analysis of the perception of those programs by both employees and external stakeholders. Employers should consider including DEI questions in their annual and pulse surveys to better understand how employees perceive their DEI efforts. This qualitative data has utility alongside quantitative demographic data in understanding potential gaps and areas of opportunity.

Science-backed “engagement interviews” are another method to assess whether the company’s talent, including its underrepresented employees, believe they have the same opportunities to stay and advance as others. An engagement interview is an informal one-on-one meeting between a group leader or supervisor and a junior employee. The purpose is to ensure that each member of the team, with an intentional focus on historically marginalized groups, receives a direct touch point from a senior employee who can gauge their engagement, productivity, satisfaction, and happiness at the company and follow up on any barriers to advancement after the interview. These simple but effective interviews—and the strategic actions that follow—help engage employees and often mitigate the risk of losing talent. These interviews also set a foundation of continuous
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communication and collaboration for the future to sustain employees’ productivity, upward career trajectory and retention.\textsuperscript{331}

To understand external stakeholder views, employers can use surveys, perform social media and news sweeps and review external ratings. For example, Forbes partnered with Statista to create a list of America’s Best Employers for Diversity based on surveys of over 45,000 U.S. employees.\textsuperscript{332}

**Identify interests and develop measurable objectives.** The SFFA decision found that the benefits of diversity proffered by Harvard and UNC—namely, “training future leaders in the public and private sectors,” “preparing graduates to adapt to an increasingly pluralistic society,” “producing new knowledge stemming from diverse outlooks,” “promoting the robust exchange of ideas”—while “commendable,” “plainly worthy” goals, were not sufficiently measurable to pass strict scrutiny.\textsuperscript{333} While DEI efforts by most private employers are not subject to strict scrutiny, it may be helpful for employers to identify the specific benefits of diversity in their workplaces and to develop programs and initiatives specifically tailored to further those benefits. Identifying such benefits can help employers demonstrate the legitimate business purpose and show how these programs contribute to the profitability of the business if their DEI efforts are challenged. It may also be helpful for employers to identify how DEI programs help address barriers to employment opportunities that would otherwise exist.

For more information on the benefits of diversity in workplaces, see section II.

**Increase internal controls.** Many challenges to DEI initiatives may arise from either internal communications or public disclosures about a company’s DEI initiatives. Careful attention must be paid to appropriately and accurately describing those initiatives and the implications of making such disclosures. Statements can reiterate the company’s commitment to DEI and open up opportunities, and describe aspirational diversity goals and how the company will achieve these goals through lawful means. Corporations should avoid statements which could be viewed as setting rigid numerical quotas or which place pressure on managers or recruiting and hiring professionals to achieve particular results.

Strong governance and leadership is essential in order to ensure that DEI messaging is accurate and consistent throughout the organization. For example, corporations should ensure that there are multiple, focused layers of review for all material communications including those from Communications or Marketing departments, Investor Relations and HR. All public—and internal—messaging should be reviewed by in-house legal teams to ensure alignment with commitments and previous messaging, as well as compliance with state and local laws, including discriminatory advertising.

**Implement education and training for all key partners.** Companies should confirm that recruiters, managers and employees, and those tasked with making

\textsuperscript{331} See generally id.
\textsuperscript{333} 600 U.S. 72 (2023).
employment decisions understand the purpose of DEI programs as well as the key legal principles that govern those programs and perform their functions in a way that mitigates legal and reputational risks. Diversity, anti-discrimination, anti-harassment and implicit bias trainings, particularly for hiring managers, recruiters, members of compensation teams and similar, should be regularly updated. In the absence of a valid affirmative action plan, hiring managers and human resource professionals should be instructed that all employment decisions should be made based on candidate qualifications, not protected characteristics, and the basis for all employment decisions should be well documented. Managers and recruiters should neither be punished nor rewarded for hiring or promoting from underrepresented groups.

Research shows that unconscious bias and other stand-alone DEI training is mostly ineffective at cultivating and sustaining fair and equitable workplaces.\(^{334}\) This type of training does not generally spur actions that lead to true behavioral change.\(^{335}\) Instead, actively learning a new perspective—namely through empathy and proximity—has been shown to be one of the most effective methods of ultimately changing behavior and building an inclusive culture.\(^{336}\) By creating opportunities for individuals to share their unique backgrounds and experiences, organizations can increase awareness of diversity challenges, create an openness to new perspectives and foster a sense of belonging.

For example, several law firms and in-house legal departments are currently piloting a research-based experiential learning initiative called the “DEI A/V Club.” It introduces participants to a variety of DEI perspectives with the goal of fostering conversation, understanding and connection across their practice areas and legal teams. The DEI A/V Club is modeled on a book club format, offering a curated roster of relevant TED talks, podcasts and more. Participants meet monthly for facilitated conversations on topics including unconscious bias, racism, microaggressions and pay equity. All participating legal organizations have reported that these forums have been significantly more effective than prior “one-off” training sessions in building a deeper understanding of the importance of diversity and fair talent systems as well as strengthening connections across their teams.

**Appropriately collect, track, manage and utilize DEI data.** The ability to measure the efficacy of DEI programs through data increases organizational awareness of the performance of such programs and provides guidance on remedial actions that can be taken to address gaps. In addition to representation data, it is also important for organizations to measure the outcomes of their hiring, retention and promotion practices as well as their specific diversity initiatives and to periodically assess such data to identify and better understand patterns, gaps and opportunities for improvement regarding the same.

For example, a pipeline program targeted at underrepresented talent may not directly lead to increased diversity in the company. Assessing the demographic data of the participants, as well as, who applies to a full-time position; who is offered the position; and
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who accepts it, can help the organization better understand the impact of the program and any processes that can be enhanced.

Organizations should carefully consider who has access to demographic data, both internally and externally, and for what purpose it is shared. Once an organization gathers data and conducts an appropriate review and analysis, they should be prepared to address concerning issues.

**Foster good practices.** Senior leadership teams should fully understand and be invested in achieving the objectives of their organization’s DEI programs, which should be well-documented. Management should also be regularly updated through appropriate reporting channels on diversity-focused programs and challenges as they arise. Information reported to the leadership team should include, among others, demographic data relating to the workforce, promotions and attrition, number of complaints relating to discrimination or harassment, if any, and whether such claims were substantiated and the discipline imposed, and results from DEI assessments or other employee surveys.

**Monitor changes in state and local laws and initiatives.** In this dynamic environment, employers should be aware of state and local legislation and actions by state attorneys general aimed at both protecting and limiting DEI programs and any changes thereto. Companies should also monitor grassroots efforts—for example, by activist groups and shareholders. While some groups may seek to enforce laws that provide equal opportunity, others may seek to challenge corporate DEI initiatives and commitments. These efforts may be brought forth through campaigns, proxy battles or backlash efforts described above and will continue to evolve in the aftermath of the SFFA decision.

It may also be helpful for organizations to benchmark their peers’ DEI programs, assessments and audits and how they communicate them. Participation in forums and memberships that provide opportunities to share ideas and brainstorm can also aid in developing and implementing robust DEI programming. However, as discussed above, companies should be mindful of the risks associated with collaboration in the context of sharing sensitive organizational information. Organizations should consult with internal or outside counsel regarding potential antitrust sensitivities.

**Rely on lawful strategies to achieve goals.** In addition to assessing risks, organizations should also continue to rely on lawful strategies to achieve workforce DEI goals relating to: (1) outreach and recruitment efforts; (2) retention; and (3) the advancement of underrepresented groups.

First, fostering a diverse workforce may become increasingly challenging in the wake of the SFFA decision to the extent that a decline in the number of diverse students attending colleges and universities, in turn, reduces the pipeline of diverse candidates for employment. Organizations must therefore reconsider and renew efforts to improve outreach and recruiting of diverse talent. Importantly, the SFFA decision did not foreclose efforts to develop a diverse pipeline and applicant pool, i.e., non–zero sum efforts. Thus, outreach to and recruiting of diverse talent remains not only lawful, but crucial. Organizations seeking to amplify opportunities to attract and recruit diverse talent should
consider: (1) leveraging inclusive job postings; (2) expanding recruiting efforts beyond schools they have traditionally focused on; (3) targeting outreach to diverse student organizations and diverse career fairs; (4) recruiting candidates who have taken alternate paths in school or their careers; (5) implementing structural behavioral interviews; and (6) engaging with pipeline programs for high school and college students.

Second, preparing job postings to ensure that they utilize inclusive language is one of the first steps organizations can take in order to lawfully recruit diverse talent. Although Title VII prohibits employers from stating a preference for race or gender in job postings, it is lawful to encourage diverse and experienced candidates to apply for open positions by using inclusive language.

Employers can use job postings to highlight their commitment to fostering a welcoming environment for diverse candidates, including by explicitly stating their commitment to diversity and inclusion, listing or linking ERGs, or reiterating organizational efforts to attract and retain diverse talent (such as the organization’s DEI initiatives).

Employers should also consider eliminating unnecessary technical jargon—provided it is not necessary for communicating the role’s responsibilities—and gender-focused language from job postings. Along with creating ambiguity in job responsibilities and skill requirements, using unnecessary technical jargon may have the effect of deterring otherwise qualified individuals, including diverse prospective applicants, from pursuing certain roles, resulting in reduced applications from underrepresented groups. Similarly, using gender-based language may make it more difficult to attract and retain qualified employees from all groups.

Companies may also consider that diversity includes considerations beyond race and gender, such as SES, first-generation professionals, physical ability and geographic diversity. Utilizing a more expansive definition of diversity may make DEI programs more inclusive, provide additional opportunities for engagement with underrepresented groups and promote allyship.

Third, private employers can enhance the quality of their applicant pools and increase diversity by focusing on skills and qualifications that are relevant to effectively practicing law and expanding the range of schools from which they recruit via on-campus interviews.

By way of example, large national law firms direct a significant amount of energy and resources towards recruiting from the top-ranked schools, using sources such
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as the U.S. News & World Report law school rankings. Underrepresented students, including Black, Hispanic and Native American students face increased challenges in accessing quality education, mentorship, tutoring, test-prep books, and LSAT prep courses, contributing to underrepresentation at the top law schools. While many Black, Hispanic and other underrepresented groups do attend top-ranked law schools, according to a recent study, the 23 most racially and ethnically diverse law schools all fall outside of the top 50 schools in the U.S. News & World Report rankings.

Building strategic partnerships with college and university career services offices beyond the top-ranked schools will enable organizations to more fully consider talented individuals who are matriculating at a broader set of schools and enhance the diversity of applicant pools for employers. For instance, in addition to pursuing underrepresented groups and other students at top-ranked elite schools, employers should consider directing recruiting efforts at a broader set of schools including, but not limited to, HBCUs, regional schools and other schools with diverse student bodies. Howard University School of Law, an HBCU, is typically outside of the top 50 schools in the U.S. News & World Report rankings, but has strong job placement statistics sending over 50 percent of its graduating class to national law firms, primarily in the New York, Washington, D.C. and California markets. Similarly, the City University of New York School of Law is recognized as one of the most diverse law schools and has placed most of its graduates in full-time employment in New York.
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In addition to recruiting through on-campus interviews, employers may consider other ways to recruit diverse students such as developing and hosting mock interview programs as well as receptions and mentoring programs that include diverse students. Employers may also want to consider thoughtful and deliberate interactions with law school career services and faculty members to identify and encourage diverse applicants. While these recommendations focus on law firm recruitment, these strategies can be similarly applied to other private employers. Fourth, private employers can also make connections with students and recruit through strategic sponsorships, thought leadership and events coordinated with the various student organizations at colleges and universities. Stanford Law School, for example, has over 60 student organizations, many of which are diversity based. Most law schools—and undergraduate schools—have similar organizations on campus, and there are likewise national chapters which may also provide employers opportunities for partnership and recruitment.  

Employers can also direct recruiting beyond the schools themselves, by participating in non-traditional career fairs. For example, New York City has hosted an Annual Diversity Employment Day Career Fair and Roundtable for 23 years. For law firms, such fairs include the highly attended Lavender Law and the Minority Corporate Counsel Association’s virtual diversity career fair. Similar diversity-focused student job fairs exist at the regional and market-specific level. These organizations and job fairs have long-standing commitments to breaking down barriers and increasing diversity and


provide yet another way to broaden an applicant pool beyond the traditional on-campus interview model.\textsuperscript{354}

Fifth, private employers may consider revisiting traditional assumptions about characteristics that are needed to perform jobs for which they are hiring or indicative of employee success on the job. For example, while a track-record of academic success can be a useful data point, it is not the only factor that can assist in determining success on the job.

For example, over-reliance on a student’s GPA might not be appropriate or determinative of a student’s career outcome, and is often at the expense of evaluating a prospect’s qualities and abilities more holistically. Identifying and focusing the recruitment and hiring process on criteria and qualifications that are necessary to perform the job,\textsuperscript{355} and eliminating those that operate as unnecessary barriers to entry can be an effective strategy to expand the pool of diverse candidates—\textsuperscript{356}for example, by looking at whether students have developed practical lawyering skills through clinics, term-time internships or other extracurricular activities.\textsuperscript{357}

Recruiting candidates who have taken non-traditional or non-linear career paths may also help to advance an employer’s diversity goals. For example, employers have created “returnship” programs, helping people to re-enter the workforce after a long break. These programs help to incentivize the hiring of candidates who may be otherwise overlooked despite being fully qualified.\textsuperscript{358} In the legal industry, the OnRamp Fellowship is a platform that law firms and legal departments have used to recruit, as fellows are lawyers who have taken breaks from the workforce and are now looking to make a return.\textsuperscript{359} The OnRamp program is effective at re-immersing diverse talent with legal organizations, as participants most often receive full time offers.\textsuperscript{360} Indeed, since the program’s inception in 2014, over 115 returning lawyers, one-third of whom were attorneys of color, were matched with law firms and legal organizations for paid fellowships; 89 percent of these fellows received offers to join firms on a full-time basis.\textsuperscript{361} OnRamp plans to continue its efforts, with the goal of returning women lawyers—who

\textsuperscript{354}Another resource for law firms is the Leadership Council on Legal Diversity, an organization of more than 400 corporate chief legal officers and law firm managing partners, which is devoted to creating a more equitable and diverse legal profession. See Leadership Council on Legal Diversity, Our Mission, \url{https://www.lclld.com/about/} (last accessed Aug. 7, 2023).
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often experience high levels of attrition due to a lack of flexible working arrangements—to the workplace.  

Sixth, employers may also consider requiring interviewers to interview candidates using structured behavioral interview questions. Behavioral interviews can be a lawful way to assess candidates based on their prior conduct in specific professional settings. As opposed to situational interviewing, behavioral interviewing permits interviewers to inquire about a candidate’s past behavior to forecast future behavior rather than merely relying on hypotheticals. It focuses on actual experiences to learn about an applicant’s specific skills, abilities, behaviors and knowledge. For instance, the interviewer might ask for an example of a time they asked for feedback and why, or for an example of when the applicant had to work with someone who was difficult to get along with, and how they handled interactions with that person. By focusing on past achievements and behaviors, interviewers are less likely to be influenced by characteristics such as race and gender when assessing candidates.

Seventh, private employers may consider working more deliberately to foster greater exposure about career options and develop and enhance pipeline programs at the many stages of education that can improve diversity at their workplace. This can start as early as high school through internships or shadowing opportunities, offering college-bound high school students the opportunity to gain exposure to corporate work environments and professional experiences that will prepare the students for college and beyond. In order to increase relationships with diverse employment candidates, employers should consider building active relationships with associations, including affinity bars and organizations that have DEI “school-to-workforce” pipeline programs in place. Further, law firms can consider supporting urban debate leagues, which have been shown to have meaningful results in enhancing literacy and graduation rates for young students of color.

Law firms can also establish pre-law fellowship programs that hire college students to work at the firm and provide them with exposure to career opportunities in areas they may not have had information or access to, as well as critical mentorship opportunities in
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their pre-law years. In addition to giving students exposure to the corporate work environment, these programs—and other similar fellowships—can provide opportunities to engage current employees in a meaningful way. Employees can be asked to serve as a resource to assist students with school applications and hold workshops to support students as they continue their academic careers and navigate the application process for college and law school. Employers can also partner with organizations that provide career exposure, professional development and educational programs for students interested in pursuing legal careers.365 For example, the ABA’s National Pipeline Diversity Initiatives Directory—a searchable database of projects, programs and initiatives that encourages and equips diverse students to pursue legal careers—can serve as a starting point to access these programs.366

Finally, although being intentional in casting a wide net for talent is an obvious and necessary step to diversify a workplace, it is hardly sufficient. Employers should also implement programs aimed at the development, retention and advancement of diverse talent within their organizations and promote an inclusive work environment.367 An effective development and retention program will increase the likelihood that diverse employees choose to stay.

To that end, development and retention programs will typically include a range of tools, including: (1) affinity groups and ERGs; (2) advice and mentorship programs coupled with feedback and evaluation; (3) formal training programs; (4) equitable work allocation systems; and (5) networking opportunities. While the role of each of these tools is discussed briefly below, this section is not intended to be a comprehensive treatment of the full range of development and retention tools available to employers, about which much has been written.368

Many employers sponsor affinity groups for their employees, including for employees from certain racial and ethnic backgrounds, or based on religion, gender, or sexual orientation. Some employers also sponsor groups for first-generation professionals, recognizing that such employees (who may hail from widely different backgrounds
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themselves) often encounter similar issues integrating into a high-pressure workspace where behavioral expectations may be opaque.

Affinity groups can be very useful tools that support a diverse and inclusive work environment. First, they can assist underrepresented employees in avoiding feelings of isolation and imposter syndrome (i.e., feeling like “there aren’t a lot of people like me here”) and provide a forum to discuss issues of common concern, offer informal mentorship from more senior diverse employees who can demystify the workplace for new entrants, and sponsor programming that can educate the broader work community on the issues, challenges and achievements of particular groups. Having affinity group leaders that can effectively communicate concerns to leadership is a powerful tool for employers to stay ahead of issues before they become more difficult to address.

Firms and companies can also leverage the impact of ERGs by looking for opportunities for ERGs to engage with each other and with non-diverse allies in the workplace. This can help in exploring issues and insights around intersectionality, as well as help bring greater visibility to workplace challenges that are shared across difference and those whose impact is felt more by some groups than by others. It can be valuable for ERGs to have one or more partner or executive non-diverse allies who affiliate with it in order to understand the goals and concerns of the group and provide perspectives, including on communications about the group within the firm. Other steps to strengthen the impact of ERGs in the DEI mission, and mitigate potential risks related to having exclusive programs, would include (1) opening participation in certain ERG gatherings to allies or not limiting inclusion or participation to members of specific demographic groups; (2) where appropriate, having group programming open to all members of the community to facilitate understanding and discussion and (3) having multiple affinity groups co-promote events to increase discovery of areas of common ground.

Effective advising and mentorship, coupled with constructive and timely feedback on performance, can be transformative in improving the quality of a new employee’s experience and development, especially for employees from underrepresented groups. Mentors can provide guidance on how maximize learning and growth opportunities and navigate challenges, as well as give practical, industry-specific advice about the demands of the profession or company. As noted above, the degree to which an employee feels that someone at their company or firm is invested in their career is often a defining factor in whether they view their experience as positive.

To function well, management and partners acting as advisors and mentors should be trained in providing effective feedback and counseling (including across difference) and given a template of key questions to ask at different stages of an employee’s career. In addition, there should be accountability to the organization’s professional development team to ensure that these advisors and mentors are following through with their responsibilities and encourage switching up pairings when they are clearly not working.

Effective advice and mentorship programs should seek to achieve a range of objectives, including:
• Understanding issues the employee is experiencing and helping to resolve them;

• Clarifying commitment and performance expectations and behavioral norms;

• Getting to know the employee as an individual;

• Helping the employee assess their medium- and long-term career goals and identifying ways to position them to achieve those, whether for internal promotion opportunities or to pursue external opportunities in the future;

• Identifying important skills that need developing and helping the employee identify the work opportunities that will most directly improve those skills; and

• For high-potential employees that manifest the talent to become vice presidents, directors and partners, ensuring that firm or company leadership has them on their radar to track and develop (more on this below).

Although formal mentorship programs and practices should encompass and be available to all employees, diverse employees and first-generation professionals stand to benefit the most due to the obstacles that implicit bias (or lack of familiarity with the corporate world) may create in the formation of more informal relationships. Thus, mentorship can prevent promising first-generation professionals and/or employees from underrepresented backgrounds from leaving merely because they “fell through the cracks” of the talent tracking process. Within the legal profession, it can also help demystify the partnership process, assist attorneys in understanding their own partnership chances and identify additional skills or types of matters considered helpful to advance. For many of these employees, mentors ensure that they feel connected to someone at the company who is visibly invested in their career.

Advice and mentorship is most effective when it works together with a robust evaluation and feedback process. Effective feedback requires timeliness, candor and preparation and should convey specific and concrete suggestions for improvement. Ideally, any messaging from advisors and mentors would be informed by a holistic review of the employee’s feedback messages so that the company can speak with one voice to provide guidance and a realistic assessment of future prospects. As noted above, it will be important for advisors and reviewers to be trained in how to give feedback and advice and to spot instances where misunderstandings are negatively impacting development.

Formal training can play a beneficial role in acculturating and developing new employees. In any industry, formal training can level the playing field for new entrants by providing clear guidance and instruction on skills and knowledge development, as well as soft skills such as working in teams, negotiation and client service. Employers with comprehensive training programs will have a better chance of developing and retaining their people, including diverse employees, because they will be better able to perform at
an earlier stage. The legal profession has traditionally relied primarily on an “apprenticeship model” of learning by doing. However, that approach in isolation can lead to inequitable outcomes depending on the distribution of work opportunities (more on that below) and the quality of feedback and senior lawyer interaction. For any workplace that relies on an apprenticeship model, some of the biases that could arise can be lessened by equal access to formal training.

Although all the tools described above can be powerful aids to the development and retention of new employees, access to challenging and “visible” work opportunities is crucial. Substantive work experience tests and improves technical and soft skills, provides exposure to leadership and leadership opportunities and consequently offers an opportunity to forge relationships that will in turn lead to future work opportunities. As a result, ensuring that work is fairly allocated is of paramount importance to maximizing development prospects. Not surprisingly, equitable work allocation is not just a tool for development but for retention. Companies should therefore ensure that people managers are allocating work and new opportunities equitably amongst their teams. A company’s HR or other people organization should monitor evaluations and feedback processes to ensure that employees—in particular those from historically underrepresented backgrounds—are getting access to meaningful work and opportunities for advancement.

For law firms, studies show that satisfaction with the quality of one’s work is a definitive factor in whether attorneys choose to stay at a firm. But law firms’ “free market” staffing system, where partners simply choose the associate with whom they want to work, often leads to partners consistently working with the same people—and excluding particular attorneys from valuable opportunities. Diverse attorneys may be particularly disadvantaged by unstructured staffing systems, as unconscious bias may play a role in allocating work to associates that have backgrounds more similar to senior lawyers.

There are several approaches that can result in more equitable distribution of work opportunities in law firms. Centralized staffing overseen by dedicated professional development coordinators can identify instances where associates need work and ensure that assignments are allocated based on activity levels. Periodic review of associate activity levels with practice group leadership can serve as a cross-check against how the group is allocating assignments and identifying associates that are being under-allocated. Similarly, setting achievement benchmarks for attorneys at different levels (for example, litigation attorneys should have experience taking and defending depositions after a certain number of years of practice), and monitoring to ensure that attorneys are receiving the type of
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assignments needed to meet those benchmarks, will also promote more equitable distribution of work opportunities.

The ability to build networks is an often overlooked but significant contributor to advancement in the corporate world. However, “a wealth of research finds that employees from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups find it more challenging to create networks that support their professional growth.”373 Companies should thus consider helping employees to build robust networks by leveraging strategic partnerships with clients and other external stakeholders. These initiatives can help diverse employees expand their networks beyond their workplace and develop helpful relationship skills that will be critical as they rise through the ranks.

For client-service focused companies (and law firms), partnerships with clients around diversity can take several forms, including:

- Bringing together affinity groups and ERGs from the employer and selected clients for events, potentially with guest speakers;
- Running training sessions focused on building skills that employees at both organizations need;
- Collaborating to identify secondment opportunities;
- Jointly sponsoring selected events that provide diverse employees at different organizations the opportunity to get to know each other; and
- Working with clients on public service initiatives that address legal issues faced by disadvantaged or marginalized communities, which can demonstrate a shared commitment to promoting social justice and equality.

Employers that develop a robust and diverse leadership and advancement pipeline will be well-positioned to lead in a diverse world in the future. Key components to such a pipeline can include carefully structured succession plans and identifying and addressing other structural barriers to advancement.

Employers wishing to diversify future company leadership should structure succession plans in a way that seeks to eliminate implicit and structural biases and focuses on the roles being planned for.

Traditional succession planning often relies on measures that cause leaders to select individuals who are like them, based on factors ranging from whether the individual took a traditional career path, to relationships with partners and senior leaders, to whether an

individual is viewed as a “fit.” Assessments of “potential” may also rely on subjective factors that are particularly subject to implicit bias, such as intuition. And factors such as past experience or current performance, although one part of the equation, might be more reflective of who has had access to more opportunities in the past—not necessarily who has the necessary skills for a role in the future. These types of succession planning considerations create a structural barrier to diversity given that leadership in many organizations is still largely White and male.

Employers seeking to develop a more objective and inclusive succession plan should start, just as they do in recruiting, by looking at the specific skill set and qualifications required for the role being planned for. Potential, too, should be measured not in the abstract, but based on the traits and skills required for a specific role. Focus on a specific role also allows for the use of other DEI recruiting strategies, such as a diverse slate of candidates, and for targeted leadership development where there is a gap between an individual’s traits and skills and those required for specific roles. Role-focused succession planning can allow for greater transparency, provide the basis for meaningful and actionable advice to employees on what they need to do to advance and keep the focus on building a robust pipeline for each key role in order to ensure continuity—rather than relying too heavily on one or two “favorite sons” to take the reins.

For law firms, achieving Mansfield Certification has helped to improve rates of diversity among leadership. Over 300 law firms now participate, and firms that have achieved certification annually for several years have increased diversity in their leadership ranks above and beyond their typical rate pre-Mansfield. The Mansfield Rule “measures whether law firms and [corporate] legal departments are considering a broad pool of talent—including historically underrepresented groups such as women lawyers.
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underrepresented racial and ethnic lawyers, LGBTQ+ lawyers, and lawyers with disabilities—for leadership roles and career advancement opportunities. In addition, legal departments are asked to consider a broad pool of talent for outside counsel roles.”

Employers can also identify and address other barriers to advancement by considering the factors that impact employee career trajectories at their company, and how those factors may create a greater hurdle for underrepresented minorities. Examples include:

- How salaries and other financial incentives are structured. Companies should review their compensation packages to ensure that they are not unduly disadvantaging diverse employees. At law firms, it is important for firms to review how origination credit is allocated and managed (and whether, for example, partners involved in client service and maintaining client relationships are being fairly acknowledged).

- For client service firms, how underrepresented minorities and women may be impacted by a client or firm’s desire to have a diverse team participate in a pitch or other nonbillable assignment. (If there are fewer underrepresented minorities and senior women, they may be asked to play this nonbillable role more often than their peers who are White and male.)

- The types of social and business development activities that are available and encouraged. Consider whether some employees may feel left out of the firm’s opportunities for relationship-building. Companies should consider offering a broad range of opportunities so that all employees feel they can participate and contribute in some way.

- How parental leave is handled. Companies can improve retention by providing and encouraging a generous parental leave for new parents of all genders, regardless of the path to parenthood.
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• How fertility and family-planning challenges are handled and/or acknowledged. Some employees face family-planning challenges during crucial years in their career path, and the support—or lack thereof—that they receive can impact their trajectory for years to come. Not surprisingly, companies have found that comprehensive fertility benefits, as well as bereavement leave for fertility losses (miscarriage, failed surrogacy, etc.), have helped them not only recruit but retain diverse employees.388

• The extent to which flexible and reduced hours work schedules are permitted and supported. These types of programs can be crucial for retention, particularly for parents of young children and other caretakers.389

Lastly, many organizations have developed supplier diversity programs as a way to both diversify business risks and help small and diverse business owners. These programs are also a great way to support and engage local communities and foster public trust. Again, while the SFFA decision does not directly impact these efforts, there may be some risk associated with how organizations describe and implement their supplier diversity programs. To mitigate risks, organizations should review their supplier diversity materials to ensure that contracts are not being awarded on the basis of race (or another protected status). Moreover, organizations should consider zero-sum alternatives to increasing the diversity in their supplier base by investing in resources that train small and diverse businesses on how to apply for certification, properly manage financial records and insurance requirements and compete for business. Organizations can also consider updating payment timeline provisions in supplier contracts from the standard 90-day or 60-day payment cycle to a 30-day commitment, thereby ensuring that diverse suppliers can participate and are not self-excluding due to longer pay cycles.

V. IMPLICATIONS OF THE SFFA DECISION FOR THE JUDICIARY

The issues before the Supreme Court in the SFFA decision did not directly pertain to actions by the judiciary. Thus, the SFFA decision should not impinge on the judiciary’s commitment to advancing DEI, either as employers or in the fulfillment of their official duties. At the outset, we note that decision-making influenced by racial bias has no place in the courts, in either hiring or the adjudication of disputes. Moreover, promoting DEI in the judiciary is an urgent and paramount goal because it is vital to maintaining public trust and upholding the rule of law. Given the judiciary’s unique role in our democracy, this section offers a different focus and approach than the sections addressing the private sector. This section, drafted by the Judiciary Working Group, outlines best practices for courts to aid in advancing their DEI goals while avoiding any appearance of impropriety.

This section includes a discussion of: (1) helpful strategies and leadership communication; (2) incorporation of diversity considerations into HR and other hiring practices; (3) bias training and educational outreach for judges, court staff, uniformed personnel and jurors; (4) collaboration and communication with community and local organizations; and (5) the utility of data collection and analysis. These suggestions are also consistent with those described in former Secretary Jeh Johnson’s seminal 2020 report on Equal Justice in New York State Courts.

In addition to the recommendations provided below, courts should consider undertaking a review of their DEI efforts to identify risks and opportunities, when implementing the best practices outlined in section V of this report.

A. Strategy and Leadership Communication

It is important for the court’s commitment to diversity to be messaged from the top levels of court leadership. To that end, courts should consider: (1) promoting judgeships as viable career opportunities for attorneys of all backgrounds, through transparent selection procedures and educational seminars; (2) developing a comprehensive strategic plan that includes DEI considerations throughout the entirety of its operations; (3) developing or updating their mission statements to include support for diversity; (4) encouraging judicial leadership to demonstrate awareness of personal and organizational bias; and (5) recognizing accountability as an ethical duty.

A diverse judiciary representative of the public it serves. Courts should eliminate barriers to people from diverse backgrounds seeking election or appointment to judgeships.

As noted in the Equal Justice Report, underrepresentation in the judiciary in New York State has persisted across all non-White groups. Though the representation of Black judges has steadily improved over the past 30 years, for the Latinx and Asian communities, the gap between their respective share of the population and judges widened in the late 1990s before more recently narrowing, but remains larger for both communities than they
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were in 1991.\textsuperscript{391} Judicial selection procedures vary greatly among states, and appropriate procedures for ensuring the selection of qualified candidates from a diverse pool will inevitably vary according to jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{392} While the specific procedures used for judicial selection is a complex subject that is beyond the scope of this report, we offer the following broad suggestions to help courts further their diversity and inclusion efforts:

Irrespective of whether judges are elected or appointed, procedures for seeking judicial nomination or appointment should be transparent, well publicized and designed to attract a diverse range of candidates. Courts should consider posting such information on court websites in an intuitive and conspicuous location, such as under a “Careers” tab. In addition to making opportunities more widely known, courts should also consider working with bar associations and affinity groups to routinely host continuing legal education programs with detailed information on the pathways to becoming a judge.\textsuperscript{393}

Additionally, in jurisdictions where judicial officers or their designees either have appointment authority or take part in the screening process, it is important for these judicial officers or their designees to promote diversity and inclusion in the judicial appointment and screening processes. Attorneys from a wide variety of backgrounds should be invited to participate in the procedures for interviewing judicial candidates.\textsuperscript{394}

Equally important to initiatives that attract diverse candidates to the bench are initiatives that are designed to retain diverse judges and support their progression within the judiciary. Once judges are appointed or elected, court administration should clearly communicate procedures for opportunities for judicial promotions. The factors and considerations involved in judicial promotions should be clear and transparent.\textsuperscript{395}

\textbf{A comprehensive strategic plan.} To demonstrate their commitment to enhancing judicial and workforce diversity, judicial leaders should also develop a comprehensive strategic plan that incorporates both mandatory educational programming, and human resource policies and practices that promote DEI.

Courts’ engagement in strategic planning is well documented throughout the United States. In 2016, the National Center for State Courts (“NCSC”) estimated that “31 state administrative offices, one U.S. territory, the Federal Courts, and the District of Columbia courts” all had some form document “that [could] be referred to as a strategic plan.”\textsuperscript{396} Today, strategic planning in state courts has ballooned. Through grant funding provided by NCSC, federal agencies and several other organizations, state courts have been developing
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systemwide and initiative-based plans in growing numbers. 397 “Courts must rely on a deliberate process to determine organizational values, mission, vision, goals, and objectives.” 398

**A mission statement that supports diversity.** Many courts have existing mission statements that set forth goals to promote justice by upholding the law in an efficient and fair manner. 399 As a component of strategic planning, courts should update their mission statements to specifically acknowledge the effects of bias and discrimination, and the court’s responsibility to minimize such effects in the judicial process.

For example, in 2021, the New York State Unified Court System revised its mission statement, which previously read:

*The mission of the Unified Court System (UCS) is to deliver equal justice under the law and to achieve the just, fair and timely resolution of all matters that come before our courts.*

The new mission statement now includes additional language to reflect the court’s expanded commitment:

*In the service of our mission, the UCS is committed to operating with integrity and transparency, and to ensuring that all who enter or serve in our courts are treated with respect, dignity and professionalism. We affirm our responsibility to promote a court system free from any and all forms of bias and discrimination and to promote a judiciary and workforce that reflect the rich diversity of New York State.*

Publicly declaring these mindful goals establishes diversity as an ongoing pursuit and encourages courts to cultivate an atmosphere that leverages the collective strengths of their workforce. The declaration further drives the goal of building public trust and confidence in the judiciary by operating a legal system that more accurately reflects the communities it serves.

**Awareness of personal and organizational biases.** Bias negatively impacts the fair administration of justice. To ensure that personal biases do not impact judicial decision making and impartiality, it is important that judges and non-judicial staff become aware of their own biases and develop tools and skills for identifying and ameliorating them. Judicial
leaders should consider enlisting subject matter experts to guide and assist in the development of mandatory bias education programs that focus on understanding and identifying explicit and implicit bias. Engaging social scientists and other relevant experts in the field will enable courts to develop informed and targeted strategies for moving forward and to create organizational capacity to further these values.

**Accountability.** It is essential that the people who serve our courts—especially those who lead them—inspire confidence. Every state has a code or rules that govern judicial conduct which includes upholding the integrity and independence of the judiciary, avoiding the appearance of impropriety and upholding the duties of judicial office fairly and impartially. In New York, the rules of judicial conduct go a bit further. They expressly require judges to perform their duties “without bias or prejudice against or in favor of any person,” and prohibit judges “by words or [by] conduct” from manifesting bias or prejudice based upon a host of identities, including but not limited to, race, gender, age, disability, sexual orientation and SES. New York additionally mandates that judges “require staff, court officials and others subject to the judge’s direction and control” to likewise refrain from any such words or conduct. The state also requires judges to ensure that attorneys appearing before them do so.

Courts should also ensure that they have clear policies and protocols for investigating claims of bias, harassment and discrimination. Adopting an anonymous reporting system and clear “no retaliation” policies are fundamental to ensuring that claimants feel safe coming forward.

Importantly, to engender public trust and the trust of the workforce, courts should be steadfast in their duty to hold accountable those who demonstrate bias or prejudice against litigants, colleagues or other stakeholders. Decision matrices can help ensure that similar actions result in similar discipline without undue regard to title or seniority.

**Capacity building.** Mindful of the importance of diversity in the profession, members of the judiciary should broadly support measures that create equal opportunities for attorneys to take on lead roles in their courtrooms. Likewise, when making
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discretionary appointments, including internships, clerkships, court referees, mediator, special masters and guardian ad litem positions, the judiciary should put in place policies that demonstrate its commitment to diversity and equal opportunity.  

Human Resources plays a pivotal role in creating a diverse, inclusive and equitable workplace and is instrumental in formulating and implementing policies and strategies that actively promote diversity. Courts should consider setting clear and inclusive HR policies which aim to: (1) promote transparency and accessibility in application procedures; (2) promote a diverse applicant pool; (3) develop inclusive civil service exams and other written evaluation tools; and (4) implement structured interviews conducted by diverse interview panels consisting of individuals from various backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives.

Courts’ employment applications and hiring processes should be clear and transparent to the public at-large. At the inception of the hiring process, relevant personnel compiling employment opportunities should review the same to ensure that they cater to a wide and diverse audience. For example, courts should consistently evaluate whether educational or experience requirements remain appropriate. Courts should further focus on “making the hiring process more user friendly for diverse candidates” by, for example, providing free test preparation materials for any exams required to fill the position, distributing hard copy applications to those who may not necessarily have access to technology and ensuring that candidates are provided with constructive feedback where applicable.

To increase awareness of judicial opportunities, courts should engage in focused outreach to communities with higher percentages of underrepresented groups. These efforts can be strengthened by using inclusionary language for job postings. Plain language and inclusive wording in job postings can positively influence the diversity and inclusivity of applicant pools and promote fairer recruitment practices. Similarly, posting opportunities in LGBTQ+ centers, HBCUs, bar associations, fraternal organizations, faith communities, local colleges, career fairs and social media may also aid in attracting diverse applicants.

Most local, state and federal government positions are filled through the civil service examination process. Civil service exams should be developed by professional exam developers trained in exam development and the Uniform Guidelines on Employee
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Selection Procedures and include exam validation, job analysis, item analysis and adverse impact analysis. Exam content and qualifications should be based on comprehensive job analysis studies and input from diverse subject-matter-experts. Exam developers should aim to minimize and reduce the adverse impact of written exams by implementing fair and inclusive practices that minimize bias and create a level playing field for all test-takers.

As discussed above, a well-developed and implemented structured interview format reduces bias in the interview selection process. In order to reduce bias and ensure that candidates are evaluated fairly based on merit, interviewers must be trained to conduct structured interviews effectively. Structured interviews involve standardized questions and evaluation criteria to ensure fairness and consistency in the selection process. Interview questions should be designed to assess a candidate’s knowledge, skills and abilities, while also probing for their commitment to diversity and inclusivity. The questions should be job-related behavioral or situational questions. In order to demonstrate the court’s commitment to diversity and anti-discrimination policies, the court may consider incorporating questions related to diversity and anti-discrimination policies, as applicable.

B. Bias Training and Educational Outreach

Anti-bias training and educational programming for judges, court staff, uniformed personnel and jurors foster the courts’ commitment to DEI.

Regular mandatory bias training for judges is a crucial step towards alleviating racial injustice within the court system. Several experts have posited that such training should be administered by experts in the field to facilitate relevant and nuanced discussions and incorporate practical guidance. This training should include how to respond when witnessing unacceptable or questionable behavior by others in a court setting. The training must acknowledge that issues of racial and cultural bias are intersectional, and
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that discrimination based on race often overlaps with class, gender, sexual orientation, immigration status and beyond.414

There is an equal need for bias training for non-judicial personnel. Court staff and uniformed personnel interact with court visitors and other stakeholders in a variety of capacities. Court personnel, in every role, must be trained in the skill of treating court visitors from diverse and other backgrounds with dignity and fairness and to successfully navigate challenges that may arise.415

Requiring bias education for jurors will serve to enhance fairness in trials. While the law requires jurors to be impartial racial and cultural biases can prevent people from acting fairly.416 Prospective jurors are shown an orientation video at the start of service in many courthouses across the country.417 Any such video should include a segment on implicit bias.418 The video should describe what implicit bias is, explain why the way our brains work can lead to bias and discuss strategies that jurors can employ to mitigate underlying biases or stereotypes in decision-making.419 Courts should also formulate uniform rules to explicitly permit and endorse addressing juror bias during voir dire as well as develop model jury instructions that explain the concept of bias and remind the members of the jury to be aware of their implicit biases, as well as all other forms and sources of bias.420

C. Engage with the Community and Local Organizations

Community outreach serves an important role in building trust and nurturing confidence in the judiciary, and in advancing equal opportunity by inspiring individuals.

from diverse backgrounds to pursue careers as lawyers and judges. To that end, courts should consider: (1) creating robust community outreach efforts, including through the use of public hearings and community meetings, listening sessions and surveys; (2) establishing centralized and innovative civic engagement programs; and (3) taking steps to ensure that courthouses are inclusive.

Courts should actively create opportunities for interactions with communities that are positive via public hearings, meetings and listening tours. These interactions engage the public in identifying challenges affecting their communities. Such opportunities are particularly important for underserved and low-income communities. Public hearings allow the court to learn of the public’s experiences and concerns, including their perceptions about racial and ethnic bias or discrimination, while providing a platform for courts to educate communities about available court programs and services. Courts should also use in-court and local surveys to ensure that there are systematic procedures for requesting and acting upon regular feedback.

To reach a wider audience, courts should use web-based technology, social media and broadcast media to engage and educate communities. Members of the public who cannot otherwise physically attend public meetings or other community outreach activities can often be reached through online communications.

Court leaders should also consider forming local committees in their jurisdictions. Local committees comprised of members of the court and community who understand local dynamics and nuances, regional politics and historic mores, can help with implementing reforms at the local court level aimed at changing the institutional culture.

While many judges and court staff engage in civic-related activities on their own, as a best practice, a centralized organizational structure to monitor, promote and enhance civic engagement is strongly recommended. Schools, educators and many community-based programs regularly seek learning opportunities through the courts. Maintaining a registry for courthouse tours and for available speakers to address specific subject matter areas is a strong first step for developing a centralized civic engagement plan.

A model initiative that leverages technological resources is the Second Circuit’s Justice For All: Courts and Community program. Through a computer-based court learning center and interactive museum-like exhibits, the public—from school children to senior
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citizens—can learn about the federal courts, historic cases and iconic lawyers.\footnote{425} These in-court experiences allow members of the public to learn about the court system and the experience of working within the judicial system.

The physical courthouse environment and how it looks can also help to foster a positive experience for court users. The photographs, portraits and artworks displayed in our governmental buildings signal to its users who belongs and is welcome.\footnote{426} Displaying portraits of jurists from various backgrounds or artwork honoring local community members can send the message to court visitors, from the moment they enter the courthouse, that they will be treated fairly and with respect.\footnote{427}

\section*{D. Data Collection and Analysis}

Lastly, courts should maintain rigorous data on the make-up of members of the judiciary, court personnel and applicants for positions in the court system. Such data should be made available to the public to support transparency.

Current efforts made by some states to maintain robust diversity data on judges\footnote{428} should be expanded to include law clerks and other judiciary personnel, which is currently generally lacking.\footnote{429} The judiciary should consider developing metrics and reporting requirements for each court, and systematically collecting and publishing diversity-related data on at least an annual basis.\footnote{430} Participation in the data collection should be voluntary, and the data should be handled sensitively, and should be released only under limited circumstances—e.g., in aggregate on a state-wide and court-level basis.\footnote{431} The collected data should be comprehensive and cover a range of diversity categories, including gender identity and sexual orientation. The data should also be collected using clear and accepted methods, and reliable practices that are sufficiently detailed to allow other researchers to
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replicate their findings.\textsuperscript{432} Courts should also collect measurable and quantifiable data on the effectiveness of existing programs for addressing grievances involving violations of HR practices and policies.

\textsuperscript{432} Id. at 25.
CONCLUSION

The SFFA decision is a setback for preserving the benefits that flow from fostering diversity in our university classrooms. It is also a call to action for those committed to the principles of DEI. We offer the guidance and recommendations in this report to support higher education institutions, law firms, businesses and our judiciary in maintaining their commitment to diversity and achieving their DEI goals in a manner which is consistent with the Supreme Court’s ruling and mitigates the potential risks of a changing legal landscape.
[APPENDIX A]

Report of the New York State Bar Association
Task Force on Advancing Diversity
Summary of Recommendations and Guidance

This Appendix provides a high-level summary of the Task Force on Advancing Diversity’s recommendations and guidance for educational institutions, corporations, law firms and the state court system in the context of advancing their respective DEI efforts.

This summary is not intended to provide legal advice, and no legal or business decision should be based on its content.

I. Law Schools and Other Higher Education Institutions

- Any effort to advance diversity in law schools should focus on the mission of the university and how values and goals associated with that mission are articulated and pursued. Having and articulating important institutional goals, including diversity in legal education, remain permissible.

- Define the attributes to be given weight in the admissions process in advance and ensure that they are connected to the mission identified by the institution.

- Comprehensively consider viable race-neutral strategies to advance broader institutional diversity and equity goals, including SES, place-based and other potential admissions policies and ensure that race-neutral strategies reflect alignment with authentic institutional aims.

- Design application materials to collect demographic data (in conformance to the Court’s guidance in the SFFA decision on the permissible role of race in the admissions process). Collection of disaggregated data may be important for research and evaluation purposes.

- Re-examine existing admissions policies and practices to address barriers to equitable educational access and consider reevaluating the criteria for assessing merit, including: (1) using standardized tests; (2) legacy, athlete and donor preferences; (3) providing resources to alleviate the financial burden on law school applicants; and (4) developing methods for recruitment that can help diminish the pervasive disparities in law student enrollment and graduation among students of varying generational, racial or ethnic, and socio-economic backgrounds.
• Consider implementing recruitment and outreach strategies that extend beyond schools from which educational institutions have traditionally recruited to also encompass less-well-represented institutions and achieve a broadly diverse applicant pool.

• Directly engage with legislatures to advocate for new or expanded financial aid funding.

• Increase outreach to, investment in and collaboration with prospective students and affiliative partners.

• Implement broad-based support programs (e.g., the Equal Opportunity Programs in New York), which can help address students’ ancillary and complementary admissions needs, such as test preparation, financial assistance, academic and mentorship support, and related resources. In designing and implementing these programs, institutions should ensure that additional requirements do not inadvertently disadvantage participating students compared to the rest of the student body.

• Consider explicitly referencing eligible student groups that may otherwise be underrepresented in all marketing materials, programming and related eligibility descriptions to signal to prospective diverse candidates that their applications for admission are truly welcome.

• Foster inclusive learning environments, both inside and outside the classroom and create a sense of belonging and support for historically underrepresented students. Diversity plan–related initiatives should include alumni, foundation representatives, donors, law firms, legal clients and government. Active engagement of key stakeholders facilitates consistent messaging about core values, including the elimination of bias, as well as guidance on implementing new policies and practices, which will lead to increased buy-in and trust throughout the community.

• Use testimonials from diverse scholarship and specialized program participants to convey to potential applicants, and the broader community, the demographic scope of awardees while also inherently conveying eligibility standards.

• Consider specialized campus-wide training as part of diversity initiatives to address critical changes in policy and practice focusing on cultural competence as well as identifying, eliminating, and disrupting bias to ensure that students of all backgrounds experience a respectful climate in which they can thrive.
• Train key personnel and stakeholders in admissions, financial aid, enrollment, diversity equity and inclusion, institutional advancement and student success groups to ensure a holistic effort and response campus-wide.

• Design assessment and audit procedures to ensure that the resources and support necessary for compliance are accessible, especially where race-neutral considerations are at issue.

• Commit to purposeful and lawful strategies to improve representation of faculty from diverse backgrounds and culturally competent leadership.

• Implement trainings and coursework grounded in racial justice to promote anti-racist educational settings.

• Recognize the emotional impact that public dialogue around diversity, the SFFA decision and race generally may have on campus stakeholders. Provide support to ensure the mental health and well-being of students, campus faculty and staff across the learning community as they navigate a shifting and contested landscape regarding racial diversity in legal education.

• Purposefully design wellness, and social, cultural and academic programming to show all students, especially underrepresented and first-generation students, that they are valued, that they belong and that they have a place in the legal profession.

II. Private Employers: Corporations and Law Firms

• Communicate a continued commitment to the organization’s DEI principles.

• Assess existing DEI programs and consider engaging external counsel to conduct a legally privileged audit of DEI programs.

• Assess perceptions of DEI efforts, including through an analysis of the perception of DEI programs by employees and external stakeholders.

• Identify the specific benefits of diversity in the workplace and develop programs and initiatives specifically tailored to further those benefits.

• Increase internal controls over communications and disclosures about DEI initiatives, paying careful attention to appropriately and accurately describing those initiatives and the implications of making such disclosures.
• Implement education and training for all key partners, managers and employees to ensure that recruiters and those tasked with making employment decisions understand the purpose of DEI programs, as well as the key legal principles that govern those programs, and perform their functions in a way that mitigates legal and reputational risks.

• Appropriately collect, track, manage and utilize DEI data to increase organizational awareness of the performance of DEI programs. In addition, measure the outcomes of hiring, retention and promotion practices, as well as specific diversity initiatives, and periodically assess such data to identify and better understand patterns, gaps and opportunities for improvement.

• Foster good practices and ensure that senior leadership teams understand, and are invested in achieving, the objectives of the organization’s DEI programs, which should be well-documented.

• Monitor changes in state and local laws and initiatives aimed at protecting and limiting DEI programs and any changes thereto.

• Rely on lawful strategies to achieve goals relating to: (1) outreach and recruitment efforts; (2) retention; and (3) the advancement of underrepresented groups. Organizations seeking to amplify opportunities to attract and recruit diverse talent should consider: (i) leveraging inclusive job postings; (ii) expanding recruiting efforts beyond schools they have traditionally focused on; (iii) targeting outreach to diverse student organizations and diverse career fairs and leveraging relationships with bar associations; (iv) recruiting candidates who have taken alternate paths in school or their careers; (v) implementing structural behavioral interviews; and (vi) engaging with pipeline programs for high school and college students.

• Consider implementing development and retention programs that incorporate a range of tools, including: (1) affinity groups and ERGs; (2) advice and mentorship programs coupled with feedback and evaluation; (3) formal training programs; (4) equitable work allocation systems; and (5) networking opportunities.

• Consider implementing effective advice and mentorship programs that seek to achieve a range of objectives, including:

  (1) Understanding issues the employee is experiencing and helping to resolve them;

  (2) Clarifying commitment and performance expectations and behavioral norms;
(3) Getting to know the employee as an individual;

(4) Helping the employee assess their medium- and long-term career goals and identifying ways to position them to achieve those, whether for internal promotion opportunities or to pursue external opportunities in the future;

(5) Identifying important skills that need developing and helping the employee identify the work opportunities that will most directly improve those skills; and

(6) For high-potential employees that manifest the talent to become vice presidents, directors and partners, ensuring that firm or company leadership has them on their radar to track and develop.

• Consider, as regards client-service focused companies (and law firms), forming partnerships with clients around diversity, which may take several forms, including:

(1) Bringing together affinity groups and ERGs from the employer and selected clients for events, potentially with guest speakers;

(2) Running training sessions focused on building skills that employees at both organizations need;

(3) Collaborating to identify secondment opportunities;

(4) Jointly sponsoring selected events that provide diverse employees at different organizations the opportunity to get to know each other; and

(5) Working with clients on public service initiatives that address legal issues faced by disadvantaged or marginalized communities, which can demonstrate a shared commitment to promoting social justice and equality.

• Consider factors that impact employee career trajectories at their company, and how those factors may create a greater hurdle for underrepresented minorities. Examples include:

(1) How salaries and other financial incentives are structured;

(2) For client service firms, how underrepresented minorities and women may be impacted by a client or firm’s desire to have a diverse team participate in a pitch or other nonbillable assignment;
(3) The types of social and business development activities that are available and encouraged;

(4) How parental leave is handled;

(5) How fertility and family-planning challenges are handled and/or acknowledged; and

(6) The extent to which flexible and reduced hours work schedules are permitted and supported.

- Consider the development of supplier diversity programs as a way to both diversify business risks and help small and diverse business owners.

III. The Judiciary

- In order to ensure that judicial commitment to diversity is messaged from the top levels of court leadership, courts should consider:

  (1) promoting judgeships as viable career opportunities for attorneys of all backgrounds, through transparent selection procedures and educational seminars;

  (2) eliminating barriers to people from diverse backgrounds seeking election or appointment to judgeships and clearly communicating procedures for opportunities for judicial promotions;

  (3) developing a comprehensive strategic plan that incorporates both mandatory educational programming, and human resource policies and practices that promote DEI, including those which aim to: (i) promote transparency and accessibility in application procedures; (ii) promote a diverse applicant pool; (iii) develop inclusive civil service exams and other written evaluation tools; and (iv) implement structured interviews conducted by diverse interview panels consisting of individuals from various backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives;

  (4) developing or updating mission statements to include support for diversity, and to specifically acknowledge the effects of bias and discrimination, and the court’s responsibility to minimize such effects in the judicial process;

  (5) encouraging judicial leadership to demonstrate awareness of personal and organizational bias, including by enlisting
subject matter experts to guide and assist in the
development of mandatory bias education programs for
judges, court staff, uniformed personnel and jurors that
focus on understanding and identifying explicit and implicit
bias;

(6) recognizing accountability as an ethical duty and ensuring
that there are clear policies and protocols for investigating
claims of bias, harassment and discrimination; and

(7) broadly supporting measures that create equal opportunities
for attorneys to take on lead roles in their courtrooms,
putting in place policies that demonstrate the court’s
commitment to diversity and equal opportunity in
discretionary appointments;

(8) ensuring that employment applications and hiring processes
are clear and transparent to the public at-large; and

(9) engaging in focused outreach to communities with higher
percentages of underrepresented groups.

- Civil service exams should be developed by professional exam
developers trained in exam development and the *Uniform Guidelines
on Employee Selection Procedures* and include exam validation, job
analysis, item analysis and adverse impact analysis. Exam content and
qualifications should be based on comprehensive job analysis studies
and input from diverse subject-matter-experts. Exam developers
should aim to minimize and reduce the adverse impact of written
exams by implementing fair and inclusive practices that minimize bias
and create a level playing field for all test-takers.

- Consider collaboration and communication with community and local
organizations, including:

  (1) creating robust community outreach efforts, including
      through the use of public hearings and community
      meetings, listening sessions and surveys;

  (2) establishing centralized and innovative civic engagement
      programs; and

  (3) taking steps to ensure that courthouses are inclusive.

- Consider the utility of data collection and analysis and maintain
rigorous data on the make-up of members of the judiciary, court
personnel and applicants for positions in the court system, which
should be made available to the public to support transparency.
• Consider incorporating a well-developed and implemented structured interview format, which reduces bias, in the interview selection process.